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Computers have become super computers at recent times. Computer programs such as AI and 
ML can execute tasks and projects autonomously and independently. It is smarter than other 
conventional computer programs in a sense that it has creative features like learning, 
thinking, evolving, and communicating. Using this type of smart computers in the inventive 
and creative process are becoming extremely popular amongst the inventors, scientists, and 
researchers. When using these machines, it gives the impression that the machine is inventing 
or creating the work instead of the people working behind it. As these machines internal and 
external state are utmost convoluted, it is incomprehensible for the common people. 
Therefore, identifying the true and original inventors and creative people behind the work is 
difficult. Moreover, if there is no proper right holder, the rights may not be assigned.  
 
This paper aims to solve this issue of inventorship and provide a solution to the problem. The 
statements made in this thesis will be supported with relevant leading case laws and experts’ 
opinions. This paper was inspired by the case of DABUS but it can be applied to all inventive 
and creative machines.  
  
Besides analysing the inventive step in regards of Machine learning and Artificial 
Intelligence, the inventive process, inventive contribution, and inventive act in the machines 
work will be evaluated to determine the inventors. The work has compared and analysed 
different legal systems, jurisdiction and patent offices to gain better understanding of the 
requirements.  
 
In addition, this paper has thoroughly described how the creative and inventive machines 
work and identified the true inventors behind each machine’s work.  
 
Keywords: Intellectual Property Rights, Artificial Intelligence, Patent Laws, Machine 
Learning, Inventorship, Inventive step, Obviousness, Computer Implemented Inventions, 
Inventive process, Genetic Programming, Artificial General Intelligence, Neural Networks.  
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1. Introduction 
“Technologiesö areö emergingö and affectingö our livesö in waysö that 
indicateö we areö at the beginningö of a Fourthö Industrialö Revolution, a 
newö eraö that buildsö and extendsö the impactö of digitizationö in newö 
and unanticipatedö ways.” 
                                                                            World Economic Forum.1 
 
Computer programs have developed in great deal since it was first invented. Now computers 
can ömimic öcognitive öfunctions such as ölearning and öproblem ösolving that is associatedö 
with the öhuman ömind.2 Artificialö Intelligenceö (AI) is said to be machine’s brain. There is 
common belief that computers are gaining the capacity to think and act like human brain. 
Moreover, famous people like Stephen Hawking and Elon Mask fear that machines may soon 
rise up to replace and outdate humans. 
 
More interestingly, some people are advocating rights for computer and machines. The are 
arguing that inventive or creative computers should be inventor instead of the human 
programmer or developers working behind the inventive machine. Moreover, machines are the 
true inventors and the inventive mind behind the inventive process. Oneö academicö who is 
advocating for inventive and creative AI’s is Ryan Abbott of University of Surrey.3 Abbott 
arguesö that the lawö shouldö embraceö treatingö nonhumans as öinventors because this 
öwould ömotivate öprogrammers, developersö and researchersö workingö on this ötype of 
öcreative and öinventive ömachines.’4 
 
However, there is no proof that computers have inventive or creative capabilities like human 
or they should be regarded as inventors. Moreover, while öAbbott öclaims that öpatents have 
been ögranted öon an öinvention öcreated by the öartificial öinventor, a ömachine is öyet to 
öinvent öanything. Machinesö are öincapable of taking any öcreative or öinventive östep 
 
1 WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM, AVAILABLE AT HTTPS://WWW.WEFORUM.ORG/AGENDA/2016/01/WHATÖISÖTHEÖFOURTHÖINDUSTRIALÖREVOLUTION/ 
2 RUSSELL, STUART J.; NORVIG, PETER (2009). ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: A MODERN APPROACH (3RD ED.). UPPER SADDLE RIVER, NEW JERSEY: PRENTICE HALL. 
ISBN 978Ö0Ö13Ö604259Ö4 
3 HTTPS://RYANABBOTT.COM/ 
4 ABBOTT, RYAN; ‘I THINK, THEREFORE I INVENT: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW’, BOSTON COLLEGE LAW REVIEW, VOL. 57, NO. 4, 2016. AVAILABLE 
AT: HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884  
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öindependently and öautonomously. There is always a human behind the inventive and creative 
process. This paper is going to discuss these issues.  
 
Moreover, the concept of machine inventorship or authorship, is conflicting with not only 
intellectual property laws, but also with the human attribution right.5 It is highly unlikely that 
patent offices or national courts will allow a machine to become an inventor or author and own 
IP rights. Moreover, if an inventive machine is working as a black box, it will becomeö evenö 
moreö challengingö for humansö to get patentö protectionö for computerööimplemented, or 
computerö assistedö inventions. In addition, if there is öno legitimateö authorö or öinventor, it 
may never be granted or become invalid or unenforceable in the court. If there is no protection 
for this type of machine work, the öwork öwill öfall öinto the öpublic ödomain and no one will 
be benefited from it, not even the society. The society will not benefit because gradually it will 
demotivate inventors to create and invest in this type of autonomous system. As they will get 
no profit or recognition, they will be less inclined in researching and developing. Moreover, if 
they do research and develop this type of machines, they will tend to protect it with trade secret 
and not to disclose it to the public.  
 
1.1 Background  
AI has ödeveloped örapidly öover the ölast öfew öyears. A öWorld öIntellectual öProperty 
öOrganization (WIPO) öreport östates that the önumbers of öAI öpatent öapplications öhave 
öbeen ögrowing by an öaverage of ö28% öevery öyear since ö2012.6 Machineö learningö 
prevailsö over other öAI ötechniques, representingö 89 öpercent of öpatent öfilings and 40 
öpercent of öall öAIöörelated öpatents. Machineö learningö grew by ö28 öpercent from ö2013 
to ö2016; in the same öperiod, fuzzyö logicö has grownö by ö16 öpercent and ölogic 
öprogramming by ö19 öpercent. Deepö learningö is the öfastest ögrowing ötechnique in öAI, 
with a ö175 öpercent öincrease öover the öperiod. Multitask ölearning, grewö by ö49 öpercent. 
Other ötechniques with önotable öincreases were öneural önetworks, ölatent örepresentation, 
and öunsupervised ölearning.7  
 
5 BALLARDINI, R., HE, K. AND ROOS, T., 2019. AIÖGENERATED CONTENT: AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP IN THE AGE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. [ONLINE] ELGAR ONLINE: 
THE ONLINE CONTENT PLATFORM FOR EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.ELGARONLINE.COM/VIEW/EDCOLL/9781788119894/9781788119894.00015.XML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
6 WIPO TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 2019 ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
7 WIPO TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 2019 ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, PP 31. AVAILABLE AT HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/TECH_TRENDS/EN/ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE/STORY.HTML 
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Most of the time AI is simply used as a tool to invent or create something. In recent years some 
AI systems can function with less human involvement and said to be fully autonomous. 
Moreover, the volume and diversity of content and invention created by autonomous AI’s is 
likely to grow immensely in the future. However, the scope for getting IP protection for this 
type of invention or creation are limited. As AI systems are working autonomously, it is 
problematic to identify one true inventor. Hence the problem arises who will own the IP rights 
in any invention it creates. When an AI is used as a tool, it raises few controversies than when 
an AI is independent in its creation or invention without any human involved.  
 
Recently a patent application was filed on behalf of a machine, claiming that the machine is 
the inventor. The main person behind this application, Ryan Abbott claimed that a machine 
invented fractal container and neural flame all by itself.8 Moreover, he addsö that machinesö 
are alreadyö independentlyö or autonomouslyö creatingö potentiallyö patentableö inventions. 
Heö provided öthree öexamples in ösupport of his claims:……………………………  
1. theö Creativityö Machineö made by Stephenö Thaler;  
2. the Inventionö Machineö developed by Johnö R. öKoza; and 
3. IBM’sö Watsonö Supercomputer. 
 
 
Being an inventor requires creativity or inventive step which is absent in machines. In all three 
cases, the claims of ‘creativity’ and ‘inventiveness’ is argumentative. The machine did not train 
itself or decided that it will create or invent something, the persons behind the machines did. 
Hence after understanding the machines capability to invent or create, we have to focus on 
finding the right person responsible for the inventive or creative process. Which is utmost 
difficult, as the “super intelligent” machine works in mysterious ways.  
 
However, it is true that patent protection should be available for AI assisted or AI implemented 
invention. It will encourage researchers and scientists to develop, own, and use AI. An AI that 
understands art, analyses big data, find solutions for problems and assisting in an inventive 
 
8 ABBOTT, RYAN; THE ARTIFICIAL INVENTOR PROJECT. AVAILABLE AT http://artificialinventor.com/patentapplications/ 
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contribution, is an incredible advancement of machine learning. Allowing patents on AI 
implemented or assisted inventions, will promote the development of inventive AI, finally lead 
to more innovation for the society. Hence, determining the inventors behind the scenes is 
utmost important to protect or enforce those rights. The future of development in this 
technology depends on it.  
 
1.2 Research questions and limitations 
The ömain öresearch öquestion of öthis öthesis is that who will be the inventor among the 
multiple people involved in an invention made by an autonomous and independent AI. First of 
all, we have to understand how an AI system works. How it invents or creates something. 
Secondly, what is the legal status and requirements of AI implemented or AI assisted invention. 
Thirdly, how did the patent offices define inventorship and what makes a person inventor. 
Finally, why the patent offices at present are reluctant to allow patents for this type of 
inventions and what is the problem if they are allowed. Finally, how to identify the true inventor 
or inventors behind the inventive process. When we think about getting patents for inventions 
created by artificial intelligence, we need to consider the requirement of the invention, the 
inventor, and the inventive process.  
 
Main Research Question: Who is the true inventor among the multiple people involved in an 
invention made by an autonomous and independent AI? 
 
Other Research Questions 
1. What are Autonomous systems? 
i. What is Machine learning algorithm? 
ii. What is Artificial Intelligence? 
iii. How it creates or invents something? 
2. What does the copyright law and patent law say about computer implemented or 
assisted inventions? 
i. What are patentable subject matters in CII? 
ii. What are the other requirements of getting a patent? 
iii. What are the requirements for inventorship? 
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3. How can we find the true inventors behind the machine’s work? 
i) How to identify the true inventor or inventors when AI creates independently? 
ii) What is inventive contribution, inventive step and inventive process? 
iii) Which actions make a person inventor or inventors? 
 
 
1.3 Research method 
Theö main öresearch ömethod used in öthis paper will be a comparative analysis. This paper 
is going to compare the laws and case studies in EU, USA, and UK. Requirements and 
procedure of computer implemented and assisted inventions in those countries. Patent office’s 
such as WIPO, EPO, USPTO and IPO and their views on this topic will be discussed. In respect 
to the United States, this paper is only going to look into the federal law and USPTO office.  
 
Moreover, as this research paper is based on AI, the function and procedure of AI will be 
discussed elaborately. Books, blogs and comment from computer engineers and scientist from 
all over the world will be used in this paper. Supporting documents and other materials will 
also be included.  
 
1.4 Outline of this thesis 
The öthesis öfocuses öon öhow to identify öthe human inventors when an autonomous AI 
creates or invents something. New generation of AI systems are presumed to be independent 
and they require less human participation. Hence, it is assumed that the AI system has invented 
or created something by itself. This paper disagrees that AI systems even if they are super 
intelligent, are not capable of inventing or creating. There is always a human taking the 
inventive step. However, it is not easy to find the true human inventors as there are multiple 
people involved in this type of inventions.  
 
This paper is going to discuss and analyse all this issues in Five chapters. In the first part the 
paper will introduce the problem and the background of the problem. Then in the second 
chapter, definitions ML and AI systems will be given with example. Describing how they are 
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assisting in inventions and their distinctive features will be described. In the third chapter the 
paper will discuss if the law allows computer implemented invention or not. Then the 
requirements to be patentable subject matter, invention and inventor will be given. Then in the 
fourth chapter two major cases where it was claimed that the machine is the inventor, will be 
discussed and the reasoning of the patent offices to refuse the patent application will be 
reviewed. Then in the fifth and last chapter, the inventive process in inventions made by AI 
will be discussed. This paper will try to reason what actions make a person an inventor and 
how to identify the true inventors. Thisö paperö will mostly öfocus öon two öAI systems the 
öcreativity ömachine öDabus öand öthe öGP öinvention ömachine, but it can öbe applied to all 
AI systems and machines which work autonomously and independently.  
 
2. Autonomous systems: 
2.1 Machine Learning 
Most of the intelligent computers at present includes machine learning (ML) 
algorithms. Traditional computers consist of fixed algorithms which does not change with the 
data input and its output is fixed with specific commands from the users. Commanding 
traditional computers tasks like word processing, östoring ödata and making decisions öbased 
öon öthat input öenables the computer to deliver an output. An example of this can be 
traditional search engines which uses key words or phrases as an input, then process the input 
to produce a request to a database. The database comprises of all the documents and files, 
reclaims the findings, ranks them according to benchmarks, and then at the end deliver them to 
the user.9 It is the programmer who code the system and the system implements the steps.  
 
However, ML is different than traditional computers. Instead of öexplicitly öprogramming a 
öML ösystem to öperform a öcertain ötask, it learns to configure itself by the input data. The 
machine learns from the ödesigns in the östored ödata, withoutö any öexplicit öcoding or 
explicit selection of ödesigns by the programmer.10  
 
 
9 KENT, PETER. SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR DUMMIES . 3RD ED. HOBOKEN, N.J: WILEY.  
10 KULKARNI, SIDDHIVINAYAK. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR PROBLEM SOLVING IN COMPUTATIONAL APPLICATIONS INTELLIGENT TECHNIQUES . HERSHEY, PA: IGI 
GLOBAL 701 E. CHOCOLATE AVENUE, HERSHEY, PENNSYLVANIA, 17033, USA.  
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Figure 1 Terry Jack, Deep Learning Research MC.AI 
 
One öexample can be, a öML öalgorithm öimplemented in an öimage örecognition öused to 
örecognition ösomeone’s face. Imageö recognitionö is one of the ömost öcommon öuse of 
ömachine ölearning. There are many ösituations öwhere one can öclassify the öobject as 
a ödigital öimage. For öexample, in the öcase of a öblack and öwhite öimage, the öintensity of 
öeach öpixel is öserved as öone of the ömeasurements. In öcoloured öimages, each öpixel 
provides 3 ömeasurements of öintensities in öthree öassorted öcolours öred, ögreen and öblue 
(RGB). Machineö learningö can be usedö for öface ödetection in an öimage as well. There is a 
öseparate öcategory for öeach personö in a databaseö of öseveral öpeople. Machineö learningö 
is also usedö for öcharacter örecognition to ödiscern öhandwritten as öwell as öprinted 
öletters.11 Programmersö can ösegment a öpiece of öwriting into ösmaller öimages, each 
öcontaining a ösingle öcharacter. 
 
Anotherö exampleö of MLö is öspeech örecognition. Speechö recognitionö is the ötranslation 
of öspoken öwords into the ötext. It is also known as öcomputer öspeech örecognition or 
öautomatic öspeech örecognition. Here, a ösoftware öapplication can örecognize the öwords 
öspoken in an öaudio öclip or öfile, and then ösubsequently öconvert the öaudio into a ötext 
öfile.12 The ömeasurement in this öapplication can be a öset of önumbers that örepresent the 
öspeech ösignal. Speechö recognitionö is usedö in the applicationsö like övoice öuser 
öinterface, övoice ösearches and ömore. Voiceö userö interfacesö include övoice ödialling, 
 
11 DAMIANI, ERNESTO. “SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING .” NEW YORK: SPRINGER SCIENCE + BUSINESS MEDIA.  
12 CAMASTRA, FRANCESCO., AND ALESSANDRO. VINCIARELLI. MACHINE LEARNING FOR AUDIO, IMAGE AND VIDEO ANALYSIS : THEORY AND APPLICATIONS . LONDON: SPRINGER.  
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öcall örouting, and öappliance öcontrol. It can also be öused a ösimple ödata öentry and the 
öpreparation of östructured ödocuments. 
 
ML canö alsoö be usedö in the techniquesö and toolsö that can öhelp in the ödiagnosis of 
ödiseases.13 It is used for the öanalysis of the öclinical öparameters and their öcombination for 
the öprognosis öexample öprediction of ödisease öprogression for the öextraction of ömedical 
öknowledge for the öoutcome öresearch, for ötherapy öplanning and öpatient ömonitoring. 
These are the ösuccessful öimplementations of the ömachine ölearning ömethods.  
  
2.2 Artificial Intelligence:  
AI refers to ötechnology that can öconduct ötasks which normally örequire öhuman 
öintelligence.14 Machine ölearning öenables öAI to ölearn öfrom ödata öwithout öbeing 
öexplicitly öprogrammed to do so. A ömachine ölearning ösystem ötypically öcomprises of 
öcomputational ömodels öbased on an öalgorithm or öalgorithm östack with a ödataset to ötrain 
it.15 AIö consistsö of öalgorithms that can ömodify its own öalgorithms and öcreate new 
öalgorithms by öinputs and ödata. Therefore, it does not depend ösolely öon öthe öprimary 
öinputs which öit öwas ödesigned to örecognize as ötriggers. AI systems have the ability to 
selfölearn and change overö timeö fromö howö theyö wereö originallyö designedö and 
öprogrammed. Thisö abilityö to öchange, adaptö and growö basedö on önew ödata is ölabelled 
as “superintelligence”.16 
 
AI which has machine learning algorithms are different from traditional computers and 
software. According to Summerfield "Ratherö than öexplicitly öprogramming a öcomputer to 
öperform a öparticular ötask, an öML ösystem öuses a ölearning öalgorithm öthrough which 
ösome öinternal östate of the ösystem is öconfigured in öresponse to öinput ödata. The 
öinternal östate örepresents what the ömachine has "learned" from öpatterns in the öinput 
 
13 PAUL, SUDIP., PALLAB. BHATTACHARYA, AND ARINDAM. BIT. EARLY DETECTION OF NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS USING MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEMS . HERSHEY, 
PENNSYLVANIA (701 E. CHOCOLATE AVENUE, HERSHEY, PENNSYLVANIA, 17033, USA): IGI GLOBAL. 
14 BERNARD MARR; FORBES: 
HTTPS://WWW.FORBES.COM/SITES/BERNARDMARR/2018/02/14/THEÖKEYÖDEFINITIONSÖOFÖARTIFICIALÖINTELLIGENCEÖAIÖTHATÖEXPLAINÖITSÖIMPORTANCE/#5FCEF5DD4F5D 
15 HTTPS://TOWARDSDATASCIENCE.COM/WHATSÖTHEÖDIFFERENCEÖBETWEENÖAIÖMACHINEÖLEARNINGÖANDÖDEEPÖLEARNINGÖ54D0528A8ED1 
 
16GILL KS (2016A) ARTIFICIAL SUPER INTELLIGENCE: BEYOND RHETORIC. AI SOC 31:2. DOI:10.1007/S00146Ö016Ö0651ÖX 
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ödata, öwithout öthere öbeing any öneed for the öalgorithm to öinclude any öexplicit öcoding 
öbased on what the öinput ödata "means", or for the öprogrammer to öexplicitly ödefine (or 
even to know) what öpatterns the ömachine öshould ölook for in the ödata."17  
 
AI is also referred as “smart robots” by the EU parliament and it has the öfollowing 
öcharacteristics: 
i. the öcapacity to öobtain öautonomy through ösensors  
ii. or by öexchanging ödata with from öinternal or öexternal ösource and the öanalysis of 
the ödata;  
iii. the öcapacity to ölearn öthrough öexperience and öinteraction;   
iv. the öforming the örobot's öphysical ösupport;   
v. the öcapacity to öadapt their öbehaviour and öactions öaccording to the öchanged 
öenvironment. 18 
 
Schalkoffö definesö AIö as “[a] fieldö of studyö that seeksö to explainö and öemulate 
öintelligent behaviourö in terms of öcomputational öprocesses”.19 This definitionö of AI 
öhighlights the importanceö of öemulation and öbehaviour. When we öexamine the öbehaviour 
and öoutcome of ömachines öwithout öunderstanding its öinternal östate, we öassume that it is 
öperceiving and öthinking. In reality it is just an öalgorithm, or a öcode made to öperceive 
öideas and öthink. Technicalö wordsö such as öoutput, öinput, ödata öprocessing is more 
ösuitable to öuse in ömachine ölearning. The ödistinctive öfeature of AI ösystems öcompared 
to other ösoftware ösystems is, its öhigher ödegree of öautonomy and öindependence.20 There 
are övarious ötypes of öAI. Word öprocessing is one of them. It is a öparticularly öuseful 
ösoftware to ödraft a öbook, öthesis, or any other öpublications. When we say we öwrote an 
öarticle öusing öMicrosoft öword or öGoogle ötranslator, it öhas övery ölittle to do with the 
öend öresult and the öuser of the softwareö is the authorö of the öpaper. In öother öwords, this 
ösoftware is öclearly a ötool that can be öcompared with a öpaint öbrush, öcamera, or a 
 
17 M. SUMMERFIELD, THE IMPACT OF SYSTEM LEARNING ON PATENT LAW, PART 1: CAN A COMPUTER INVENT 
HTTPS://BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU/2018/01/THE-IMPACT-OF-MACHINE-LEARNING-ON.HTML. 
18  RECOMMENDATION TO THE EU COMMISSION ON CIVIL LAW RULES ON ROBOTICS (2015/2103(INL)).  
19 R. SCHALKOFF, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: AN ENGINEERING APPROACH (MCGRAWÖHILL, 1990).  
20 BALLARDINI, R., HE, K. AND ROOS, T., 2019. AIÖGENERATED CONTENT: AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP IN THE AGE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. [ONLINE] ELGAR ONLINE: 
THE ONLINE CONTENT PLATFORM FOR EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.ELGARONLINE.COM/VIEW/EDCOLL/9781788119894/9781788119894.00015.XML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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ömonkey. Differentö toolsö can be used to createö differentö work, but without the user’sö 
contributionöin the öwork, it wouldö notö haveö been ömade.  
 
Thereö areö someö softwareö programsö that provideö multipleö outcomesö for usersö to 
chooseö from. For example, choosingö an avatarö in a computerö gameö or creatingö one in 
socialö application21 where the userö getsö to chooseö the featuresö of the avatarö and 
öfunctions. In generalö the systemö includesö a sequenceö of multipleö choiceö questions, and 
evenö thoughö differentö choicesö leadö to differentö outcomes, the creativeö contributionö of 
the userö is minorö comparedö to the contributionö of the makerö who has architectedö 
differentö elements.  
 
Someö AIö systemsö are somewhereö in öbetween öthese ötwo öextremes: they örequire 
significantö userö input, but they also significantlyö guideö and öaffect the öoutcome. This is 
mostlyö trueö for mostö AIö systems, especiallyö those basedö on machineö learningö 
systemsö whereö the inputö is data. Machineö learningö is a subdisciplineö of AIö that can be 
definedö as the studyö of algorithmsö and systemsö that improveö their performanceö on a 
givenö taskö when they are providedö with moreö data.22 The performanceö of AIö systemsö 
basedö on machineö learningö reliesö criticallyö on the qualityö of the ödata. Thus, the roleö 
of the dataö providerö i.e. trainerö also needsö to be öacknowledged.  
 
Researchersö and engineersö working on AI and ML öhave made significant contribution in 
this field. As a result, we are seeing some evolutionary inventions i.e. ötranslation of human 
languages23 and selfödriving cars24. These AI systems create an impression to a nontechnical 
audience öthat öthese ösystems are öfar öcleverer, and öcloser to öachieving öhuman like 
öintelligence. However, in reality they are as intelligent as they are allowed or made to be. 
 
21 WIKIPEDIA: AVATAR (COMPUTING), RETRIEVED FEBRUARY 9, 2018.  
22  T. MITCHELL, MACHINE LEARNING (MCGRAW HILL, 1997).  
23 WU, Y., SCHUSTER, M., CHEN, Z., LE, Q., NOROUZI, M., MACHEREY, W., KRIKUN, M., CAO, Y., GAO, Q., MACHEREY, K., KLINGNER, J., SHAH, A., JOHNSON, M., LIU, X., KAISER, 
Ł., GOUWS, S., KATO, Y., KUDO, T., KAZAWA, H., STEVENS, K., KURIAN, G., PATIL, N., WANG, W., YOUNG, C., SMITH, J., RIESA, J., RUDNICK, A., VINYALS, O., CORRADO, G., 
HUGHES, M. AND DEAN, J., 2020. GOOGLE'S NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEM: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN HUMAN AND MACHINE TRANSLATION. [ONLINE] ARXIV.ORG. 
AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://ARXIV.ORG/ABS/1609.08144> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
24ACKERMAN, E., 2017. HOW DRIVE.AI IS MASTERING AUTONOMOUS DRIVING WITH DEEP LEARNING. [ONLINE] IEEE SPECTRUM: TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND SCIENCE 
NEWS. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://SPECTRUM.IEEE.ORG/CARSÖTHATÖTHINK/TRANSPORTATION/SELFÖDRIVING/HOWÖDRIVEAIÖISÖMASTERINGÖAUTONOMOUSÖDRIVINGÖWITHÖDEEPÖLEARNING> [ACCESSED 
20 JULY 2020].  
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Next, this paper will describe AI systems which are said to have inventive or creative 
capabilities.   
 
Next Rembrandt 
The öNext öRembrandt is a öcomputer ögenerated 3D öprinted öpainting ödeveloped by a 
öfacial örecognition AI öalgorithm öthat uses öscanned ödata öfrom öknown öpaintings by the 
öDutch öpainter öRembrandt.25 An AI generated öportrait öconsists of ö148 ömillion öpixels 
and is öbased on ö168,263 öfragments from öRembrandt’s öworks östored in a ödatabase. The 
3D printing analysed the statistical properties of high resolution photographs and depth images 
of Rembrandt paintings and created a new Rembrandt painting. The painting has commensurate 
properties of other Rembrandt paintings, but it can be said to be a new painting as it is not a 
copy or a modification of an existing one. However, it holds the personal touch26 i.e. style or 
personality of the artist Rembrandt. 
 
Poem machine 
Textö can be analysed by öcalculating word örepetation from the inputö dataö that determinesö 
the style i.e. corpusö and önew ötext can be öproduced with ömatching statistics.27 The 
methodsö can be usedö to makeö rhymeö and other öconstraints.28 This was ödone in a öAI 
öproject “Poem öMachine”.29 In the öproject öpartially örandom öchoice of öcontent was 
öselected by öusing öbrain ösignals from öusers. öHowever, the öuser had no consciousö 
controlö of the öoutcome. 
 
 
 
 
25 HTTPS://WWW.NEXTREMBRANDT.COM 
  
26 VAN GOMPEL, S, AND M VAN EECHOUD. “CREATIVITY, AUTONOMY AND PERSONAL TOUCH: A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE CJEU’S ORIGINALITY TEST FOR COPYRIGHT.” 
AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2014. 95–143.  
27 A KANTOSALO, J M TOIVANEN, P XIAO AND H TOIVONEN. ‘FROM ISOLATION TO INVOLVEMENT: ADAPTING MACHINE CREATIVITY SOFTWARE TO SUPPORT HUMANÖCOMPUTER 
COÖCREATION’, IN S COLTON, D VENTURA, N LAVRAC AND M COOK (EDS),(JOŽEF STEFAN INSTITUTE, 2014). 
28 J TOIVANEN, O GROSS AND H TOIVONEN, ‘THE OFFICER IS TALLER THAN YOU, WHO RACE YOURSELF!: USING DOCUMENT SPECIFIC WORD ASSOCIATIONS IN POETRY 
GENERATION’, IN S COLTON, D VENTURA, N LAVRAC AND M COOK (EDS),(JOŽEF STEFAN INSTITUTE, 2014).  
29 HTTPS://RUNOKONE.CS.HELSINKI.FI/START 
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Flow Machine 
The öFlow öMachine can öobtain öpatterns from a ömusic ödatabase and öcreate önew 
compositionsö in the styleö of a öchosen ögenre or öartist.30 However it needs significantö 
adjustmentö by the ömusicians to reachö a satisfactoryö end öresult. This öincludes öadding 
ötracks, writing,öproducing ölyrics, and ömixing.  
 
Textögenerating programmes 
There are several text generating programmes. One of them is the programme by öStanford 
öPhD student öAndrej öKarpathy, who has ötrained a öneural önetwork to öread ötext and 
öcompose ösentences in a öspecific östyle, for example öWikipedia öarticles and ölines of 
ödialogue that öresemble the ölanguage of öShakespeare.31 
 
Aiva  
Aiva is öcapable of öcomposing ösoundtracks for öfilms, övideo ögames, öcommercials, and 
any ötype of öentertainment. Aiva’s AI is ötrained by öreading a ölarge öcollection of ömusic 
öpartitions, öwritten by the ögreatest öcomposers such as öMozart, öBeethoven, and öBach 
and then it öcreates a ömathematical ömodel örepresentation. This ömathematic ömodel is 
öused by öAiva to öwrite and öcompose öcontemporary ömusic. Recently, öAiva öbecame the 
öfirst övirtual öartist to öhave öits öwork öregistered with an öauthor’s örights ösociety (cf. 
öSociété ödes öauteurs, öcompositeurs et öéditeurs de ömusique in öFrance).32 
 
 
 
Robot Scientists Adam and Eve  
Adamö and Eveö are systemsö capableö of independentlyö carryingö out experimentsö in 
molecularö biology, guidedö by an AIö algorithmö that generatesö hypothesesö about 
 
30 http://www.flowmachines.com/aimakespopmusic 
31 ANDREJ KARAPATHY’S. AVAILABLE AT: HTTP://KARPATHY.GITHUB.IO/2015/05/21/RNNÖEFFECTIVENESS/ 
32 HTTPS://WWW.AIVA.AI/ABOUT; HTTPS://AIBUSINESS.COM/AIVA/ISTHEÖFIRSTÖAIÖTOÖOFFICIALLYÖBEÖRECOGNISEDÖASÖAÖCOMPOSER/ 
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öreaction pathwaysö and choosesö experimentsö to testö them.33 Adamö was claimedö to be 
the firstö machineö which independentlyö discoveredö scientificö knowledge.34 
 
Google DeepMind AlphaGo 
One of  successful MLö applicationö is the Google’sö DeepMindö AlphaGoö system.35 It plays 
boardö gamesö which are more complicatedö than öchess. In March 2016, AlphaGoö defeatedö 
a humanö champion.36 Since the AlphaGoö has become much better player.37 It now requiresö 
only smallö portionö of the humanö brain, and a domesticö airö conditioningö to playö a gameö 
and öwin it. 
 
DeepMindö is builtö on neuralö networksö and uses a methodö called deep—
reinforcedöölearning.38 This means that the AIö can learnö from its experiencesö and becomeö 
more efficientö at whatever it does. The AIö is not preöprogrammedö for a specificö taskö 
from östart. It learnsö as it goesö throughö the öprocess. Hence it perceivesö more ideas and is 
more advancedö than any other AI.  
 
Google’sö DeepMindö is developedö basedö on an öidea, Artificialö Generalö Intelligenceö 
(AGI). AGIö is a theoreticalö computerö programö that can performö intellectualö tasksö like 
a öhuman brain. AGIö is ableö to completeö discreteö tasks, such as örecognising öpictures or 
ötranslating ölanguages, which are the ömain öfocus of öAIGs.39 It is widely öused in öphones 
and öcomputers at öpresent. It’s other functions includes calculating, playing ögames, 
öspeaking öforeign languages,öunderstand öphysics, öcompose önovels, ödevise öinvestment 
östrategies, and ömake a öconversation with östrangers.  
 
 
33 R D KING, K E WHELAN, F M JONES, P G K REISER, C H BRYANT, S H MUGGLETON, D B KELL AND S G OLIVER, ‘FUNCTIONAL GENOMIC HYPOTHESIS GENERATION AND 
EXPERIMENTATION BY A ROBOT SCIENTIST’ (2004) 427(6971)247–252. 
34 HTTP: / / WWW  .CAM  .AC  .UK/ RESEARCH/ NEWS/ ROBOT  ÖSCIENTIST  ÖBECOMES  ÖFIRST  ÖMACHINE  ÖTO  ÖDISCOVER  ÖNEW  ÖSCIENTIFIC  ÖKNOWLEDGE 
35 ALBAN LEVEAUÖVALLIER. COMPUTER PROGRAM “ALPHAGO” DEFEATS A HUMAN PROFESSIONAL PLAYER AT THE GAME OF GO. HYPERTHESE, 2016. PRINT. 
36 HTTPS://WWW.THEGUARDIAN.COM/TECHNOLOGY/2016/MAR/15/GOOGLESÖALPHAGOÖSEALSÖ4Ö1ÖVICTORYÖOVERÖGRANDMASTERÖLEEÖSEDOL 
37 HTTPS://DEEPMIND.COM/BLOG/ARTICLE/ALPHAGOÖZEROÖSTARTINGÖSCRATCH 
38 SHIÖJIM YEN ET AL. “DEEP LEARNING AND BLOCK GO.” IEEE, 2017. 2698–2701.  
39 GOERTZEL, BEN. “ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE: CONCEPT, STATE OF THE ART, AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.” JOURNAL OF ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 5.1 (2014): 1–
48. 
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IBM’s Watson 
Anotherö exampleö of a machineö beatingö humansö at a ögame, is IBM’sö Watsonö 
supercomputer.40 The gameö is playedö by answeringö clues in a formö of a öquestion. The 
cluesö come from a öbroad örange of ösubject öareas and are öpresented in ölimited öcontext. 
To win, Watsonö needs to construeö the öclue, search in its öhuge ödatabase  for örelated 
information, obtainö the ökey ödata, assessö the öprobability of öcorrectness, prepareö an 
öanswer, and ö‘buzz in’.41  
 
Watsonö is a computerö systemö that can answerö any questionö as longö as the relevantö 
informationö is in its massiveö database. It is basedö on öcognitive öcomputing. Cognitiveö 
computingö is a mixtureö of variousö techniquesö such as önatural ölanguage öprocessing, 
ömachine ölearning, öreasoning etc. With the öhelp of öIBM öWatson, one can öintegrate the 
öartificial öintelligence into an öimportant öbusiness öprocess. Most of the ödata in a ödatabase 
are öunstructured, öwritten in öparagraphs, öspoken ödata etc. öIBM öWatson helps to 
öarrange this öunstructured ödata in a ösystematically öorder to öproduce ömeaningful 
öinformation.  
 
When öWatson is providedö with the sameö questionö if the contentö of the databaseö is sameö 
then it will provideö with the sameö answer. However, if the databaseö is öenriched with more 
ödata, Watsonö will become more knowledgeableö and it will provide better answers. Watson 
is able to provide better answers because better data is inserted into its database by the 
developers. It is only possible because of the hardö workö and labourö of the humanö 
developersö workingö on öWatson.  
 
2.3 Alleged Autonomous Machines 
Overall, the examples given above are ‘autonomous’ only in a clearly constrained and limited 
scope. They are autonomous enough to execute the orders from programmers. They are 
autonomous because the engineers made them to work independently. Now this paper is going 
 
40 HTTPS://WWW.THEGUARDIAN.COM/TECHNOLOGY/2011/FEB/17/IBMÖCOMPUTERÖWATSONÖWINSÖJEOPARDY 
41 HTTPS://WWW.WIRED.COM/2011/01/IBMÖWATSONÖJEOPARDY/ 
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to discuss about machines who are allegedly autonomous and independent enough to invent or 
create like humans. One of them even have been named as an inventor in patent application. 
 
The Creativity Machine 
DABUSö is a patentedö AI ösystem öcreated by öStephen öThaler. It is a öparticular ötype of 
öconnectionist AI.42 This AI ösystem öcontains ötwo öneural önetworks: (i) one öneural 
önetwork, comprisingö a seriesö of smallerö neuralö networks, that generatesö novelö ideasö 
in responseö to self öperturbationsö of connectionö weightsö betweenö neuronsö and 
componentö neuralö netsö therein, and (ii) a secondö neuralö networkö that monitorsö the firstö 
networkö and identifiesö thoseö ideasö that are sufficientlyö novelö comparedö to the 
machine’sö preöexistingö knowledgeö base. DABUSö can bootstrapö itselfö from a öblank 
öslate, by ölearning and öcreating as it operates. Two öinventions ömade by öDABUS, öfractal 
öcontainer and öneural öflame, are describedö and filedö as patentö applications. However, 
they wereö rejected because of incorrect naming of inventor.43 The team who filed the patent 
application named the machine DABUS as the inventor. 
 
Thaler’sö “Creativityö Machine” neuralö networks are similarö to the MLö system used in 
öAlphaGo. As explained earlier, theseö systemsö learnö by modifyingö the ömachines 
internalö states accordingö to the ötraining ödata. Howö theyö will reactö is fullyö dependentö 
on the ödata. They produceö outputsö accordingö to the öinput. The ösame öinput ödata öwill 
öalways generateö the ösame öoutput ödata. Thaler’sö plan wasö to arbitrarily alter the östate 
of a ötrained öneural önetwork with ‘noise’, to see if an unexpected, new, and useful output 
can be originated.  
 
According to Thaler:“Whereasö the discoveryö of justö how to adjustö the noiseö levelö 
withinö a trainedö neural önetwork to öproduce new öideas is a ösignificant öscientific 
öfinding, a öviable öpatent was not achievedö until a criticö algorithmö was öadded, whether 
öheuristic, öBayesian, or öneural networkö based, öto ömonitor öfor the övery öbest önotions 
öemerging öfrom öthe öperturbed önetwork. Thisö isö öthe öpreferred öembodiment of the 
 
42 HTTP://ARTIFICIALINVENTOR.COM/DABUS/ 
43 HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US5659666 
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öinvention öcalled a öCreativity öMachine, a “dreaming” önetwork, “imaginationö öengine,” 
or “imagitron” that is ömonitored by öanother constantlyö vigilantö algorithmö that we 
öappropriately call an ‘alertö associativeö center’.”44  
 
Abbott has made various claims of creativity machine’s inventiveness in his papers. He has 
claimed that the two artificial neural networks in the creativity machine, mirror the neural 
circuits in the human brain. He also claims that the machine is able to produce new patterns of 
data instead of simply linking it with other patterns. Moreover, he adds it is able to adjust into 
new circumstances without any additional human input. Finally, he claims that the machine 
invented the invention of Thaler’s second patent.  …………………………………………….. 
 
The Invention Machine 
The second machine öAbbott öclaim to be öinventive and öcreative is “the öInvention 
öMachine”. The öinvention ömachine is ödeveloped on a ötechnology called “Genetic 
Programming”. The main concept behind the invention machine is to öprogram the ömachine 
in a way that it ögains öevolving öcapabilities with new environments.45 In general other öML 
ösystems have öinputs and öoutputs öresulting from öspecific ötasks. On the other hand, a GPö 
is a setö of ömathematical or öcomputational öprocess öcombined into a ödata östructure to 
öperform on its öinputs in öorder to öproduce the öoutputs. Consequently, öaltering the ödata 
östructure öchanges the öprogram and its output. Numerousö proceduresö can be usedö to 
generateö such öprograms, the ödeveloper öJohn ökoza öused öDarwinism. In this öprocess 
öeach önew ögeneration öcomprises of övariations öfrom the öformer generation, and it is 
öprogrammed to selectö the most ösuitable övariations to öincorporate ötheir codeö forwardö 
into futureö ögenerations. 
 
The invention machine evolves to solve a technical problem without any human supervision. 
This machine using 1000 networked computers, has ödesigned öantennae, öcircuits, and 
ölenses. In öorder to öoptimize the ödesign of an öantenna, twoö things öneed to be ömeasured: 
a ‘goodnessö function’ that öallocates a övalue to each öproposed designö and an öalgorithm 
 
44 HTTP://IMAGINATIONÖENGINES.COM/IEI_IP_OVERVIEW.PHP 
45 GENETIC PROGRAMMING AND EVOLVABLE MACHINES. NETHERLANDS: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, 2000. 
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that öevaluate öpotential ödesigns to recognizeö those that have high goodnessö values. This 
is a ösuccessful öapproach öutilized in öantenna ödesigns and electricalö circuits, which are 
öpatentable ösubject ömatters.46 This öinvention ömachine has öearned a öUS öpatent for 
ödeveloping a ösystem to ömake öfactories ömore öefficient. However, the AI was not named 
inventor in the patent application and only öhumans were ölisted as öinventors.  
 
Koza has been organizing a GP contesting event called “Humies” every year since 2004.47 In 
this event, applications win prizes which provide solutions to practical problems using GP that 
are usually ödone by humans. When assessing human competitiveness numerous methods are 
used, such as if the solution is an öimprovement of a öprior öart, or if it öwould öqualify ötoday 
as a öpatentable önew öinvention. Kozaö has discussed those winning applications in his 
article.48 Abbott is making his claims based on this applications. He is arguing that there are at 
least thirtyöone cases where a machine made an output which is a duplicate of a öpreviously 
öpatented öinvention, öinfringed a öpreviously öissued öpatent, or öcreated a öpatentable önew 
öinvention. Whereas öKoza is trying to promote GP and trying to inspire other programmers 
to use GP to invent or create, Abbott is trying to make a machine inventor.  
 
 
3. Legal Background 
 
3.1 Laws on CII 
3.1.1 Patent Laws 
When a patent application is filed, if it meets all the requirements than it is accepted by the 
patent offices. There has been no prejudice based on product, process, or fields when applying 
for patents. Assuming an invention meets all patent requirements, it is deemed to be an 
invention and not excluded from patentability. There is no provision in law that expressly 
denied patent protection of AI implemented inventions.  
 
46 J R KOZA, F H BENNETT III, D ANDRE AND M A KEANE, ‘GENETIC PROGRAMMING: BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED COMPUTATION THAT CREATIVELY SOLVES NONÖTRIVIAL 
PROBLEMS’, IN LAURA F LANDWEBER AND ERIK WINFREE (EDS),(SPRINGERÖVERLAG, 2001). 
47 HTTP://WWW.HUMANÖCOMPETITIVE.ORG/ 
48 KOZA, JOHN; HUMANÖCOMPETITIVE RESULTS PRODUCED BY GENETIC PROGRAMMING, GENETIC PROGRAMMING & EVOLVABLE MACHINES, VOL. 11, MARCH 2010. AVAILABLE 
AT HTTP://WWW.GENETICÖPROGRAMMING.COM/GPEM2010ARTICLE.PDF  
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Article 4.A.(1) of the Parisö Conventionö for the Protectionö of Industrialö Propertyö statesö 
that “anyö personö who has dulyö filedö an öapplication for a öpatent … in oneö of the 
öcountries of the öUnion, or his ösuccessor in ötitle, öshall öenjoy, for the öpurpose of öfiling 
in the öother öcountries, a öright of öpriority…”.  Article ö4ter öfurther öprovides that “the 
öinventor öshall haveö the öright to be ömentioned as suchö in the öpatent”.   
 
Articleö 27 of öTRIPS (Trade RelatedöAspects of Intellectual Property Rights), signedö by the 
164 ömember östates of the öWTO, statesö in relation to öpatentable ösubject ömatter that: 
“1. Subjectö to the öprovisions of öparagraphs 2 and 3, patentsö shall be availableö for any 
öinventions, whether öproducts or öprocesses, in all öfields of ötechnology, providedö that 
öthey are önew, involveö an öinventive östep and are öcapable of öindustrial öapplication.” 
 
The European Patent Convention, Article 52(1) states: “European öpatents shall be ögranted 
for any öinventions, in all öfields of ötechnology, providedö that they are önew, involveö an 
öinventive östep and are ösusceptible of öindustrial öapplication.” 
 
The öword “shall” can be öinterpreted as if it is a ömandatory örequirement for öPatent 
öoffices. Meaningö that patentö officesö will grantö patentö on any öinvention in all öfields 
öincluding öAI which öfulfils all the örequirements of ögetting öpatent. This is also 
ömentioned in öarticle ö27 of the öTRIPS, which ödoes not öenquire to ögrant öpatent on how 
the öinvention has been derivedö or who made the öinvention. It does not öexclude ögranting 
öpatents for öinventions madeö by a ömachine i.e. an öAI ösystem. 
 
In the Unitedö States, 35 öUSC ö101 östates that “whoever öinvents or ödiscovers any önew 
and öuseful öprocess, ömachine, ömanufacture, or öcomposition of ömatter, or any önew and 
öuseful öimprovement thereof, may öobtain a öpatent ötherefor…”. This öprovision is 
öauthorised by öArticle I, öClause 8, öSection 8 of the öUS öConstitution, which ögrants 
öCongress the öpower to öpromote the öprogress of öscience and öuseful öarts, by ösecuring 
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for ölimited ötimes to öauthors and öinventors the öexclusive öright to their örespective 
öwritings and ödiscoveries.   
 
The öcommon öbarrier to öpatenting ömachine ölearning, and other öAI ösystems, is that, in 
ömost öcountries, öincluding the öU.K. and öUnited öStates, öabstract ömathematical 
ömethods and öcomputer öprograms are not öpatentable. While the öposition övaries from 
öcountry to öcountry, öpatents are ötypically öavailable if the öinvention have ötechnical 
öeffect öoutside the ömathematical ömethod or öcomputer öprogram as öwell as öbeing önew, 
nonöobvious and öuseful.  
 
3.1.2 Copyright Laws 
Copyright is öthe exclusive öright given öto the öcreator of a öcreative öwork to öreproduce 
the öwork. In the öcontext of öcopyright, öauthorship is ödetermined by the ö“author” of a 
öwork. When an AIö systemö is merelyö usedö by a humanö as a toolö for creatingö the öwork, 
the humanö usingö the systemö will be deemedö to be the öauthor; e.g. a personö usingö speech 
to textö softwareö on their computerö will be consideredö the authorö of any documentsö the 
systemö generates.49 This is supported by most copyright laws and the laws are discussed 
below.  
 
Europeanö copyrightö lawö comprisesö of öinternational öcopyright ötreaties, EUö 
legislationö and the casesö of the Courtö of Justiceö of Europeanö Unionö (CJEU), as well as 
nationalö lawsö and öcases. The öthree ömajor öinternational ötreaties örelevant to öEuropean 
öcopyright ölaw are the öBerne öConvention, the öWIPO öCopyright öTreaty and the öTRIPS 
öagreement. There is no öexplicit ödefinition of  öauthors in öBerne öConvention or in the 
öWIPO öCopyright ötreaty and öTRIPS öagreement, but it has been mentioned multiple times. 
 
Articleö 2 (1) of the öComputer öProgram öDirective östates that “the öauthor of a öcomputer 
öprogram shall be the önatural öperson or ögroup of önatural öpersons who has öcreated the 
 
49 IGLESIAS PORTELA, M., SHAMUILIA, S. AND ANDERBERG, A., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Ö A LITERATURE REVIEW, EUR 30017 EN, PUBLICATIONS 
OFFICE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, LUXEMBOURG, 2019, ISBN 978Ö92Ö76Ö14178Ö5 (ONLINE), DOI:10.2760/2517 (ONLINE), JRC119102. 
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öprogram or  the ölegal öperson ödesignated as the öright öholder by that ölegislation”.50 The 
öliteral öinterpretation of the öclause ömeans that the öauthor öshall be a önatural öperson who 
has öcreated the öprogram or who öderived the öright from the öinventor i.e. öemployee.51 
 
Despiteö the factö that the CJEUö never decidedö on the conceptö of authorö directly, such 
definitionö can be öderived from a öbunch of ödecisions on the ömerit of the öcriteria of 
ö‘originality’. The örequirement of öoriginality in öEuropean öcopyright ölaw is ödefined in 
the öComputer öProgrammes öDirective,52 the öDatabase öDirective53 and öTerm öDirective54 
as the “author’sö own öintellectual öcreation”. Infopaqö extendedö the interpretationö of 
originalityö as “author’sö ownö intellectualö creation” to all the other categoriesö of öwork.55 
In this case the CJEUö held that öcopyright öprotection öwithin the ömeaning of öArticle 2(a) 
of öInfoSoc öDirective öshould öapply öonly to a ösubject ömatter öwhich is öoriginal in the 
ösense that it is its author’sö own öintellectual öcreation.56 The öCJEU öfurther öinterpreted 
this öconcept in öanother ödecisions, such as öMurphy57, öPainer58, and öFootball öDataco59, 
östating öthat ö‘author’s own öintellectual öcreation’ ömeans that the öauthor should ö“stamp 
his öpersonal ötouch or öreflect his öpersonality in the ösense that he öexpresses his öcreative 
öabilities in öoriginal ömanner by ömaking öfree and öcreative öchoices”. 60 
 
The emphasisö on the ‘personalö touch’ and ‘personality’ interpretingö the conceptö of 
‘originality’ indicatesö an ideaö of the authorö as a önatural öperson as öonlyö human öbeings 
may öhave öpersonality and öpersonal ötouch.61 Under öcurrent öcopyright ölaws and 
 
50  ARTICLE 2(1). DIRECTIVE 2009/24/EC OF  THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 23 APRIL 2009 ON THE LEGAL PROTECTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS[2009]OJ 
L111.  
51 THOMAS DREIER, P. BERNT HUGENHOLTZ (EDS.), CONCISE EUROPEAN COPYRIGHT LAW (2ND EDS, WOLTERS KLUWER, 2016) 248.  
52 ARTICLE 1(3), DIRECTIVE 2009/24/EC OF  THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 23 APRIL 2009 ON THE LEGAL PROTECTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS[2009]OJ 
L111.  
53 ARTICLE 3(1),DIRECTIVE 96/9/EC OF  THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 11 MARCH 1996 ON THE LEGAL PROTECTION OF DATABASES [1996] OJ L 77/20.  
54 ARTICLE 6(1), DIRECTIVE 2006/116/EC  OF  THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 12 DECEMBER 2006 ON THE TERM OF PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT AND CERTAIN 
RELATED RIGHTS [2006]OJ L 372.  
55 CASE CÖ5/08 INFOPAQ INTERNATIONAL A/S V DANSKE DAGBLADES FORENING [2009]ECLI:EU:C:2009:465. 38 DIRECTIVE 2001/29/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND 
OF THE COUNCIL OF 22 MAY 2001 ON THE HARMONISATION  
56 CASE CÖ5/08 INFOPAQ INTERNATIONAL A/S V DANSKE DAGBLADES FORENING [2009]ECLI:EU:C:2009:465. 38 DIRECTIVE 2001/29/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND 
OF THE COUNCIL OF 22 MAY 2001 ON THE HARMONISATION  
57 JOINED CASE CÖ403/08 AND CÖ429/08 FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION PREMIER LEAGUE LTD ET AL V. QC LEISURE ET AL [2011] ECLI:EU:C:2011:631.  
58 CASE CÖ145/10 EVAÖMARIA PAINER V. STANDARD VERLAGES GMBH ETAL. [2013]ECLI:EU:C:2013:138. 
59 CASE CÖ604/10 FOOTBALL DETACO LTD ETAL., V YAHOO! ETAL [2012]ECLI:EU:C:2012:115.  
60 KAN HE, ‘THE CONCEPT OF ORIGINALITY IN EU AND CHINA’ IN NIKLAS BRUUN ETAL (EDS), THE GOVERNANCE OF IP IN EU AND CHINA (EDWARD ELGAR,2016) 150.  
61 VAN GOMPEL, S, AND M VAN EECHOUD. “CREATIVITY, AUTONOMY AND PERSONAL TOUCH: A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE CJEU’S ORIGINALITY TEST FOR COPYRIGHT.” 
AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2014. 95–143. 
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öinterpretations, a önonöhuman or an öentity with no ölegal öpersonhood, ölike an öAI, is not 
eligibleö for öauthorship östatus of any öcreation in the öEU. Moreover, öbased on the öline 
of reasoningö followedö by the öCJEU in key öcases öconcerning öoriginality, it seems 
öunlikely that an AIö could öqualify as the öauthor of öother ötypes of the öworks öeither as it 
lacks personality or personal touch. However, it is still allowed to be copyrightable and the 
author will be the person who provided the necessary surroundings. 
 
The UK is the öfirst countryö who öprovided öexplicit öcopyright öprotection for öcomputer 
generatedö work. öAccording to öCopyright öDesigns and öPatents öAct 1988 without a 
öhuman öauthor, the öwork öcannot be öoriginal. If a öliterary, öartistic, ödramatic or ömusical 
öwork is not öoriginal, then no öcopyright ösubsists in the öwork.62 UK öcopyright ölaw ögoes 
öfurther and öacknowledges the öpossibility that öworks could be öcomputer ögenerated 
ödefined as a "generatedö by öcomputer in öcircumstances ösuch that öthere is no öhuman 
öauthor of öthe öwork".63 CDPA further öprovides that the öauthor of a öcomputer ögenerated 
work is ödeemed to be the öperson "by öwhom the öarrangements önecessary for the öcreation 
of the öwork are öundertaken". 64 Hence, according to the CDPA an AI cannot be an author 
and the author will always be the human contributor. Using a ömachine will not öpreclude 
öhim from öauthorship. Similar provisions also exist in Ireland, NZ and in India.65  
 
On the other hand, the USAö has takenö a moreö restrictiveö approach. In USA copyrightö 
does not protectö workö which are not generatedö by öhumans. The öhuman öauthorship 
issueöcame into discussionö with the “Monkeyö selfie” öcase.66 The öPeople for the öEthical 
öTreatment of öAnimals (PETA) öargued that a ömonkey named öNaruto is the öauthor of 
theöphotographs taken by it. The ömonkey tookö a pictureö of himselfö using a cameraö 
ownedö by photographerö Davidö Slater. The öphotographer öargued that he providedö the 
necessaryö surroundings and he made the monkey to take the selfie, hence he should be the 
öauthor of the öwork and the courtö agreed. It was ödecided that the öCopyright öAct does not 
 
62 (SECTION (1)(A) (CDPA) 
63 SECTION 178 CDPA  
64 SECTION 9(3) OF CDPA 
65 IGLESIAS PORTELA, M., SHAMUILIA, S. AND ANDERBERG, A., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Ö A LITERATURE REVIEW, EUR 30017 EN, PUBLICATIONS 
OFFICE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, LUXEMBOURG, 2019, ISBN 978Ö92Ö76Ö14178Ö5 (ONLINE), DOI:10.2760/2517 (ONLINE), JRC119102. 
66  ROSATI, ELEONORA. “THE MONKEY SELFIE CASE AND THE CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP: AN EU PERSPECTIVE.” JOURNAL OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE 12.12 
(2017): 973–977. WEB. 
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extend the öconcept of öauthorship or östatutory örights to öanimals and the öUS öCongress 
had not öauthorized öanimals to be öauthors.67 Furthermore, The öSupreme öCourt and öNinth 
öCircuit in öUSA have örepeatedly öreferred to “persons”ö or “human beings”ö when 
öanalysing öauthorship.  
 
The USö congressö officeö of Technologyö Assessmentö (OTA) raisedö the questionö several 
yearsö ago if a machineö should be allowedö to be authorö or creatorö of a workö which if 
made by humansö should be consideredö as creativeö or öoriginal.68 Then they emphasizedö 
that if machinesö in any ösense are ömade öcreators, the örights of öprogrammers and usersö 
of öprograms may öbecome öuncertain under the öcurrent öcopyright öregime.69 
 
A ökey örequirement for öcopyright öprotection is öoriginality. The öwork must be the 
öauthor’s own öintellectual öcreation and it örequire a öpersonal ötouch of the öauthor.70 
Authorshipö is a pure humanö notionö and copyrightö protectionö is tiedö to the author’sö 
deathö and the authorö have moralö rightö to regulateö attributionö and the integrityö of the 
öwork. Copyrightö existsö to protectö creativeö labourö of the öhuman ömind. Whether 
copyrightö can be grantedö to an AIö generatedö workö depends on the amountö of inputö 
from the artistö himself along with the dataö inputö in the machine. AIö systemsö productivityö 
or creativityö dependsö on the ödata öinput and the ötraining of ödata. Hence, even if an AI is 
allowed to have legal personhood, it is unable to be creative and pass the originality criteria 
under the current copyright laws.  
 
Hence from all the copyright laws we can say that authors are allowed to use tools, including 
computer software, to assist in the creation of their works. Photographers are also allowed to 
use cameras. The fact that an author used a computer and a photographer used a camera, will 
not preclude them from authorship. The camera can have automatic settings and the computer 
 
67NARUTO, ETAL.,PLAINTIFFS,V.DAVID JOHN SLATER, ET AL., DEFENDANTS.CASE NO. 15ÖCVÖ04324ÖWHO.UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, N.D. CALIFORNIA.JANUARY 
28, 2016. 
68 U.S. CONGRESS, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, LNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AN AGE OF ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION, OTAÖCITÖ302 (WASHINGTON, DC: 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, APRIL 1986). 
69 ID PAGE 72 
70 ROSATI, ELEONORA. ORIGINALITY IN EU COPYRIGHT : FULL HARMONIZATION THROUGH CASE LAW . CHELTENHAM: EDWARD ELGAR PUB. LTD. PRINT. 
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can be autonomous and even if the authors did not press the button does not preclude them 
from being an author of an original work.  
 
There are also other types of protection for this type of creations. The ösoftware öcode 
öunderlying the öAI ösystem ömay be öprotected by öliterary öcopyright, although its 
öfunctionality and öunderlying öalgorithms ömay önot. Trainingö datasetsö may also be 
öprotected by öliterary öcopyright if they are ösufficiently öcreative and, in the öEuropean 
öUnion, possiblyö also by the separateö “sui generis” databaseö rightö if they have been 
ösubject to ösufficient öinvestment. All öelements of an öAI ösystem may öcomprise ötrade 
ösecrets if they are ökept öconfidential. 
 
3.1.3 It is Allowed by both 
AI even if it can work independently and autonomously, it is not inventive or creative like 
humans. Only the human mind is capable of inventive step or creativity and only the human 
mind is protected under IP laws. However, that does not mean that computer technologies like 
ML and AI cannot be used as tools to assist people in creating patentable subject matter. From 
word processing software, to song composing, speech recognition, designing and 
manufacturing devices, to detect disease and providing diagnosis, computers are now assisting 
professionals in their everyday work. Programming a computer, is itself a creative endeavour, 
and it is protected by copyright. Moreover, if all conditions fulfilled computer assisted or 
computer implemented inventions can be protected by patents. Hence using a machine to invent 
or create will not preclude it from being a patentable subject matter, assuming that it fulfils all 
other requirements i.e. novelty, inventive step and usefulness.  
 
As discussed in the last chapter that patent will be given to only human inventors and not a 
machine. Recognizing one inventor is enough to grant patent. If the correct inventor is not 
named, patent may not be granted. However, there is no universal definition of inventor. In 
most jurisdictions, an öinventor is a öperson who öconceives the öidea of the öinvention. Hence 
the ölegal öconcept of an ‘inventor’ is not as the ösame as the ölegal öconcept of an ‘invention’. 
However, in öorder to ögrant öpatent both the örequirements of an invention and an inventor 
has to be fulfilled.   
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3.3 The requirement of Invention  
The öprocedure of öobtaining öpatent, örequirements öplaced on the öapplicant, and the 
öextent of the öexclusive örights övary öwidely öbetween öcountries öaccording to önational 
ölaws and öinternational öagreements. In general, a öpatent öapplication ömust öinclude öone 
or more öclaims that ödefine the öinvention. The öinvention must ömeet all öpatentability 
örequirements i.e. önovelty, öusefulness, önon öobviousness and ösubject ömatter 
örequirement. These requirements are same in UK, USA and in EU.  
 
Under the öWorld öTrade öOrganization's (WTO) öTRIPS öAgreement, öpatents öshould be 
availableö in all öWTO ömember östates for any öinvention, in öall öfields of ötechnology, 
providedö they are önew, öinvolve an öinventive östep, and are öcapable of öindustrial 
öapplication. Nevertheless, there are övariations on what is öpatentable ösubject ömatter from 
öcountry to öcountry, also öamong öWTO ömember östates.  
 
Conditions for Patent, WIPO 
In öorder to öbe patentable subject matter, one has to fulfil specific requirements. The 
requirements provided by the WIPO is the most accepted and applied. The following are the 
requirements provided by WIPO: 
1. The öinvention ömust öhave an önovel öelement, which has ösome önew öcharacteristic 
not öknown in the öbody of an öexisting öknowledge in örelevant ötechnical öfield. This 
öbody of öexisting öknowledge is öcalled “priorö art”. 
2. The öinvention ömust öinvolve an “inventiveö step” or “nonöobvious” step, which meansö 
that it couldö not be öobvious to a öperson öhaving öordinary öskill in the örelevant 
ötechnical öfield. 
3. The öinvention ömust be öcapable of öindustrial öapplication, meaningö that it ömust be 
capableö of beingö usedö for an öindustrial or öbusiness öpurpose öbeyond a ömere 
ötheoretical öphenomenon, and be öuseful. 
4. Its ösubject ömatter must be öaccepted as “patentable” under ölaw. In ömany öcountries, 
öscientific ötheories, öaesthetic öcreations, ömathematical ömethods, öplant or öanimal 
övarieties, ödiscoveries of önatural ösubstances, öcommercial ömethods, ömethods for 
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ömedical ötreatment (as öopposed to ömedical öproducts) or öcomputer öprograms are 
ögenerally not öpatentable. 
5. The öinvention ömust be ödisclosed in an öapplication in a ömanner ösufficiently öclear 
and öcomplete to öenable it to be öperformed by a öperson öskilled in the örelevant 
ötechnical öfield.71 
As the above stated requirements are same in other jurisdictions, case laws will be discussed 
in the later part of this chapter.  
 
WIPO on Software Inventions  
It is possible to get patent on software related inventions. However, the lawsö and öpractices 
in this is ösoftware öpatent övary from one öcountry or öregion to another. Some öcountries 
örequire a ötechnical öcharacter to be öeligible for öpatent öprotection. Moreover, not all 
ösoftware is öeligible to be öpatentable ösubject ömatter. öAbstract öideas or ömathematical 
ötheories are not öpatentable ösubject ömatter. Other örequirements such as the önovelty 
(new), öinventive östep (not obvious) and öindustrial öapplicability (usefulness) has to be 
öfulfilled too.  
 
According to WIPO öobtaining a öpatent öprotection for an öapp dependsö on which öelement 
of the öapp the öinventor öwishes to öprotect.72 If the inventorö wantsö to öprotect a ötechnical 
ideaö or öfeature of the öapp, patentö protectionö is a ögood öoption. Dependingö on the 
önational law, the ösoftware that öruns the öapp is patentableö if it has certainö technicalö 
features. However, that technicalö ideaö must meet all other patentabilityö requirementsö to 
obtainö patent öprotection. 
 
WIPO on Computer Programs 
Once created, softwareö is easy to reproduceö in unlimitedö quantityö in low öcost. Although 
there is copyrightö protectionö for ösoftware öprograms, it does not öprotect the öidea of the 
 
71 HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/PATENTS/EN/ 
72 HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/PATENTS/EN/ 
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ösoftware. If the öcomputer öprogram öfulfils the ötechnical örequirement, then it can be 
öprotected by öpatent.73  
 
While ösome öcountries öallow öpatenting of all ötypes of ösoftware, some öcountries 
öexclude öcomputer öprograms from öpatentable ösubject ömatter. Computerö programsö are 
not öpatentable in those öcountries because it ölacks the ötechnical öcharacter. As a öreason 
for öexcluding ösoftware from öpatent öprotection, it is öoften said that öinvention in this öfield 
typicallyö involves öcumulative, ösequential ödevelopment and reuse of öothers' öwork.  
 
On the other hand, some argueö that patentö protectionö of computerö softwareö is necessaryö 
in orderö to provideö adequateö incentiveö for investmentö in this fieldö and to supportö 
innovationö in variousö technologicalö areas, which are increasinglyö developingö 
handööinöhandö with computerö technology.74 
 
 
Conditions for Patent, EPO 
According to EPO an öidea to be öregarded as an öinvention, at öleast one ösignificant öpart 
of its ötechnology must be öcompletely önovel i.e. new. The novel aspect of the idea should 
never be ödescribed öbefore or be öused for the ösame öpurpose öbefore.75 Not öall the 
ötechnology of an öinvention öneeds to be önovel. An öidea ömay be an öinvention if öexisting 
ötechnologies are öcombined in a öway that is önovel or öused in a öway that is önovel. To 
öfind öout if an öidea is önovel is done by ösearching for öprior öart. Novelty means significant 
changes of öprior öart. 
 
To öbe öregarded as an öinvention, an öidea öneeds to öinclude an öinventive östep. An 
öinventive östep must be önonobvious i.e. it öwould not öreadily öoccur to an öexpert in the 
örelevant ötechnology. The öinventive öelement ömight be öonly a ösmall öpart of the öwhole 
 
73 HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/PATENTS/EN/TOPICS/COMPUTER_PROGRAMS.HTML 
74 HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/PATENTS/EN/TOPICS/COMPUTER_PROGRAMS.HTML 
75 HTTPS://WWW.EPO.ORG/LEARNING/MATERIALS/INVENTORSÖHANDBOOK/NOVELTY.HTML 
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öidea.76 However, if that ösmall öpart ömakes a ösubstantial ödifference to the öprofitable 
öprospects of the öidea, it could be an öimportant and övaluable öinvention. 
 
The öword ‘obvious' öcomes from the öLatin öterm for ‘upon öthe öroad' (obövia), and in the 
ösense of öinventions it ömeans ösomething that öwould be the önext ölogical östep öalong the 
öpath from the öproblem to the ösolution.77 
 
Judging öwhat ömight be öobvious öcan be öexceedingly ödifficult. öMany öinventions 
öinvolve öcombined öequipment. The öresult of ösuch öcombinations ömight be a önew 
öproduct, but its öproperties or öfunctionality ömight be öentirely öpredictable as ösoon as 
öone öknew its öcomponents. Then it could be öconsidered öobvious.  
 
A öproduct in which öone öcomponent has been öreplaced for a ödifferent öone with 
öequivalent öproperties could be öconsidered to be öobvious. In another ösituation öthere 
ömight be a önew öproblem öwhich can be ösolved with a öwellööknown öpiece of 
öequipment: the önovel öprocess for ösolving this öproblem ömight be öconsidered öobvious 
if öthere was only öone ösolution to the öproblem, and it öwould be öknown to the ötypical 
ötechnician öfacing the öproblem i.e. the öperson öskilled in the öart.  
 
On the other hand, öwhen öcomponents are öcombined to ömake a öproduct or öprocess with 
öproperties which are ögreater than the ösum of its öparts, or öbetter than öexpected, then that 
could be a önonobvious öinvention, or an öinvention öcould öcome from öwhere öthere are 
ömany öpossible ösolutions to a öproblem, but the öinventor has had to öresearch and öselect 
the öbest one, or an öinventor might ödefy some ötechnical öprejudice and öösolve a öproblem 
by ödoing ösomething öevery other öexpert had öpreviously öbelieved öwould not öwork.78 
 
 
76 EPO INVENTORS HANDBOOK, AVAILABLE AT: https://www.epo.org/learning/materials/inventorsöhandbook/novelty.html 
77 SEVILLE, CATHERINE. EU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY : SECOND EDITION. 2ND ED. CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE: EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING LIMITED. 
PRINT. 
78 SEVILLE, CATHERINE. EU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY : SECOND EDITION. 2ND ED. CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE: EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING LIMITED. 
PRINT. 
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The EPO has favoured. the “problem and solution approach” in an attempt. to clarify. the 
inventive step.79 By this approach, the inventive step is considered as “a stepö from the 
technicalö problemö to its solution.”.  
This approach is done by:  
1. identificationö of the technicalö fieldö of the inventionö which öwill öalso be the öfield 
of öexpertise of the öperson öskilled in the öart to be öconsidered for the öpurpose of 
öassessing öinventive östep, 
2. the öidentification of the öclosest öprior öart in this öfield,  
3. the öidentification of the ötechnical öproblem which can be öregarded as ösolved in 
örelation to this öclosest öprior öart,  
4. and then an öassessment of öwhether or not the ötechnical öfeature(s) öwhich öalone 
or ötogether form the ösolution öclaimed öcould be öderived as a öwhole by the öskilled 
öperson in that öfield in an öobvious ömanner from the östate of the öart. 
 
The “objectiveö technicalö problem” is derivedö from the featuresö of the öinvention which 
öseparates it from the öclosest öprior öart. When öapplying for öpatent, the ödescription must 
ödisclose the öinvention as such that the ötechnical öproblem and the ösolution is 
öunderstandable. In the problemö solutionö approach, the technicalö problemö is derivedö 
from the reasonö to modifyö. a priorö. artö. and the actö of addingö featuresö on the priorö artö 
to provideö technicalö öeffect for the öinvention to ösolve a öproblem. 80 The öobjective 
ötechnical öproblem öderived in this way may ödiffer from the öproblem öpresented in the 
öapplication. The problemq can be reformulatedq in the application.bby the personö skilledö 
in the artö when it is analysed. against. the prior. art. However, the reformulatedq technicalq 
problemq should not contradictq earlier statementsq in the applicationq about the generalq 
purposeq and characterq of the invention. 
 
When öevaluating the öinventive östep, it is ömeasured öwhether the öinvention. is öobvious 
to the öperson öskilled in the öart or önot. It is ömeasured if the öinventor has öused his 
 
79 LI, XIANG. “A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE INVENTIVE STEP STANDARD IN THE EPO, SIPO AND USPTO.” JOURNAL OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND PRACTICE 8.7 
(2013): 539–545. 
80 SEVILLE, CATHERINE. EU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY : SECOND EDITION, EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING LIMITED, 2016. PROQUEST EBOOK CENTRAL, 
HTTP://EBOOKCENTRAL.PROQUEST.COM/LIB/KUTU/DETAIL.ACTION?DOCID=4731305. 
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öknowledge of the öprior öart to ömodify the öart to ösolve the öobjective ötechnical öproblem. 
The öpoint is not öwhether the öskilled öperson could. have arrived at the öinvention by 
öadapting or ömodifying the öclosest öprior öart, but öwhether the öskilled öperson öwould 
öhave ödone so in the öhope of ösolving the öobjective ötechnical öproblem or in öexpectation 
of ösome ösuccess. If the öproblem can be ösolved by ötaking a öseries of öobvious östeps, 
each ögenerating a öpredictable öoutcome, is an öinventive östep. One other thing is öevaluated 
if the öskilled öperson were öcertain about the öapproach that it will ösucceed or öhopeful that 
it will ösuccess.81  
 
Existenceö of öuncertainöoutcome öcan ömake the öinvention önot öobvious. This ötechnique 
is öperformed in ötechnical ösituations where öpredictable ömethods are used to ösolve a 
öparticular. öproblem, but inappropriateö where the inventionö dependsö on a randomö 
method.  
 
An öinventor is a öperson öskilled in the öart who is öbrave enough to ötake örisks, öentering 
öunpredictable öareas, and öchallenging öestablished ölaws. These ömeasures are not öobvious 
to ötry for öevery öperson öskilled in that öart. If an öunforeseen öproblem can be ösolved by 
a ösimple öobvious östep, then it is not an öinventive östep.82  
 
Encounteringö a önovel öproblem may öresult in a öpatentable ösubject ömatter even if the 
ösolution to the öproblem is an öobvious öone.83 However, öperceiving the öproblem has to be 
öbeyond öskilled öperson’s öcapabilities. The öinventor must be öable to örecognize the 
öproblem, öovercome any öobstacles and öimprove the öinvention to ömake it öoperative.  
 
81 MYCOGEN MODIFYING PLANT CELLS, IT WAS DECIDED IN RESPECT OF INVENTIVE STEP IS WHETHER THE SKILLED PERSON WOULD HAVE CONDUCTED THE EXPERIMENT REFERRED TO 
IN IT WITH A REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS. IN THIS RESPECT, THE STATEMENT IN DECISION T 296/93 THAT "A REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS" SHOULD NOT BE 
CONFUSED WITH THE UNDERSTANDABLE "HOPE TO SUCCEED" IS OF RELEVANCE. IN FACT, WHILE IT CAN BE SAID THAT, IN THE LIGHT OF DOCUMENT (5A), THE EXPERIMENT IN QUESTION 
WAS "OBVIOUS TO TRY" FOR THE SKILLED PERSON, IT IS NOT NECESSARILY TRUE THAT THIS PERSON WOULD HAVE HAD ANY REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS WHEN EMBARKING 
ON IT. THE ANNOUNCEMENT BY DR KEMP THAT SUCH AN EXPERIMENT WAS IN PROGRESS IN HIS LABORATORY WAS NOT IN ITSELF A GUARANTEE IN THIS RESPECT, ESPECIALLY IN VIEW 
OF THE WARNING GIVEN BY THE SAME DR KEMP THAT "... THIS HAS BEEN DONE BY A NUMBER OF PEOPLE NOW AND NOBODY HAS SHOWN A FUNCTIONAL GENE WHEN ONE INCLUDES THE 
ENDOGENOUS PROMOTER". THUS, THE OUTCOME OF THE SAID EXPERIMENT WAS STILL UNCERTAIN. THE QUESTION TO BE DECIDED IS THEREFORE WHETHER THE AVERAGE SKILLED 
PERSON WAS IN A POSITION TO REASONABLY PREDICT ITS SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION, ON THE BASIS OF THE EXISTING KNOWLEDGE, BEFORE STARTING THE EXPERIMENT. 
82 SEVILLE, CATHERINE. EU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY : SECOND EDITION. 2ND ED. CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE: EDWARD ELGAR PUBLISHING LIMITED. 
PRINT. 
83 KUZNETS, S., 1962. INVENTIVE ACTIVITY: PROBLEMS OF DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT. UNIVERSITIESÖNATIONAL BUREAU COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC RESEARCH, 
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, [ONLINE] (0Ö87014Ö304Ö2), PP.(P. 19 Ö 52). AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTP://WWW.NBER.ORG/BOOKS/UNIV62Ö1> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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When a öperson öskilled in the öart is ötrying to ösolve a öproblem for ölong ötime and he 
ösucceeds to ösolve it by the öinvention, it öqualifies as an öinventive östep. However, mereö 
financialö successö is not öenough to öqualify as an öinventive östep. The ösuccess has to 
öderive from the ötechnical öfeature of the öinvention and from the ölong öterm öeffort of the 
öinventor to öqualify as an öinventive östep.  
 
 
EPO on Computer Implemented Inventions 
Computerö programsö in generalö are not öpatentable, but an öinvention öinvolving a 
öcomputer öprogram can be öprotected as a öcomputer öimplemented öinvention. CII includes 
öcomputers, öcomputer önetworks or other öprogrammable ömachine where one or more of 
the öfeatures of the öclaimed öinvention are öexecuted by ömeans of a öprogram or öprograms. 
To öqualify, the öinvention also öneeds to have öone or ömore ötechnical öfeatures which are 
öachieved öwholly or öpartly by ömeans of a öcomputer öprogram.84  
 
In 1980s öEPO ödeveloped the ödoctrine of ötechnical öeffect. To öreceive öpatent in a 
öcomputer öimplemented öinvention the öactual öcontribution must be ötechnical in önature. 
This is called the öcontribution öapproach85 and it was öfirst öestablished in the öcase of 
ReöVicom (T208/84). It öconcerned a new ömethod of öhandling the öimages for a öCAD 
ösystem. It was held that a ömathematical ömethod used in a ötechnical öprocess öcarried out 
in a öphysical öentity by some ötechnical means which öproduces a öchange in that öentity is 
an öpatentable öinvention. Moreover, if the öinvention.is öanticipated.to have a ötechnical 
öcharacter. and the öperson. providing the ötechnical öcharacter to the öknown öart. has 
öcontributed a ötechnical öcontribution.  
 
 
84 J K WELLS, ANDREW. “TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTION AND PLAUSIBILITY: THE APPROACH OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE AND THE COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.” JOURNAL 
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE 14.10 (2019): 784–795.  
85 SMITH, G., 2007. INTERNET LAW AND REGULATION. 4TH ED. SWEET & MAXWELL, PP.126Ö129. 
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Followingö the ReöVicom ödecision, the öcontribution öapproach was again öestablished in 
the case of öKoch & öSterzel/XöRay öApparatus (T26/86). In this case the öpatent öinvolved 
a ödata öprocessing ödevice which was used to öadjust öparameters of Xöray ödevice where 
the öprior öart used the same ödevice and the ösame öknown öcomputer but a ödifferent 
öcomputer öprogram. The öBoard öassessed that, an öordinary öcomputer öprogram öused in 
a ögeneral öpurpose öcomputer ötransforms ömathematical övalues into öelectric ösignals with 
the öaid of önatural öforces. The öelectric ösignals only öreproduced öinformation and öcannot 
be öregarded as a ötechnical öeffect. Hence the öcomputer öprogram used in a ögeneral 
öpurpose öcomputer is öexcluded from öpatentability. However, in the öpresent öcase the 
öprogram öcontrols the öoperation of a öconventional ögeneralööpurpose öcomputer 
ötechnically to öalter its öfunctioning. Therefore, the öunit öconsisting of the öprogram and 
the öcomputer öcombined ötogether is a öpatentable öinvention. Hence it was öheld that the 
öpatent was övalid as the öinvention has to be öassessed as a öwhole and the öuse of 
önontechnical ömeans did not ödetract from the öoverall ötechnical ötraining. 
 
Since these ötwo ödecisions, there have been öseveral öcases ödecided by the öEPO öBoard of 
öAppeal. Among them there were ösix öcases concerning öIBM ötext öhandling öpatents 
which were held öinvalid. The öreasoning öbehind these ödecisions were that the ötext 
öprocessing is not a ötechnical öactivity and there, the öeffect of the öprogram on the 
ödisplayed ötext was not a ötechnical öone. The öEPO öTechnical öBoard of öAppeal held that 
an öoutcome of a öcomputer öprogram is not öexcluded from öpatentability if, when it is örun 
on a öcomputer, it öproduces a öfurther ötechnical öeffect which ögoes öbeyond the önormal 
öphysical öinteractions öbetween the öprogram i.e. software and the öcomputer i.e. hardware. 
Moreover, to ödetermine the ötechnical öcontribution of an öinvention öappropriately, it should 
be öevaluated by the önovelty and öinventive östep örequirement and not the ösubject ömatter 
örequirement.  
 
In the case of öSohei/Yamamoto’s (T769/92), it was öheld that ömethod of ödoing öbusiness 
is öexcluded from öpatentability even if it öinvolved ösoftware. The öTechnical öBoard of 
öAppeal held that if the öinvention ösolves the ötechnical öissues öconcerning öbasics of the 
ösolution of the öproblem in öorder to öconduct that ösame öinvention, it is not öexcluded from 
öpatentability. Hence an öinvention öcomprising öfunctional öfeatures öimplemented by 
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ösoftware is not öexcluded from öpatentability under öarticle 52(2)(c) and (3). Such ötechnical 
öissues öcontribute to a ötechnical önature to the öinvention as they öentail a ötechnical 
öproblem to be ösolved by öimplicit ötechnical öfeatures. However, the öinvention in the 
öpresent öcase did not öapply to a öcomputer öprogram as such under öArticle 52(3).  
 
In the case of öPetterson’s öApplication (T1002/92) the öEPO öBoard of öAppeal held that 
even if one of the öpractical öapplication of the ösystem was to öprovide öservices for the 
öcustomers, the öclaimed ösubject ömatter is not öequal to a ömethod for ödoing öbusiness. 
The öclaimed ödevice öcomprised of a öcomputer öhardware öoperated by a öparticular 
öcomputer öprogram. The öprogram ödetermined öoutput ösignal of the öhardware which was 
öused for an öautomatic öcontrol of the öoperation of another ösystem öcomponent and thus 
ösolved a öproblem which was of a ötechnical önature. Hence the öinvention is öpatentable 
ösubject ömatter even if one of its öfunction was of öbusiness ömethod.  
 
When öallowing öpatent in a öcomputer öimplemented öinventions the öBoard considers if the 
ösubject ömatter i.e. the ösoftware have ötechnical öcharacter. Technicalö characterö can be 
found from the executionö of the softwareö resultingö in further ötechnical öeffect. In öViacom 
it was found from the ösolution of a ötechnical öproblem and in öSohei it was found from the 
ötechnical ösubject örequired to arrive at the öinvention. The öcourt stated that it would be 
öillogical to ögrant a öpatent for a ömethod and for a öprogrammed öcomputer öconducting 
the ömethod, but not for the ösoftware that in fact produces the ötechnical öeffect.  
 
In the öcase of öPension öBenefit öSystem öPartnership, the öboard had a önew öapproach 
öcalled the öhardware öapproach. It was held that having a ötechnical öcharacter is an öimplicit 
örequirement of the öEPC and it has to be öfulfilled by every öcomputer öimplemented 
öinvention in order to be öpatentable. The mere öfact that ödata öprocessing and öcomputing 
means i.e. ötechnical means örecited in a öclaimed ömethod does not öconfer a ötechnical 
öcharacter to the öclaimed ömethod. Technicalö means for a purelyö nontechnicalö purposeö 
or for öprocessing öpurely önontechnical öinformation does not önecessarily öconfer 
ötechnical öcharacter. The öBoard stated that a öcomputer ösystem öprogrammed to act in 
ödifferent way than it’s önormal öcharacter had “the öcharacter of a öconcrete ödevice in the 
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ösense of a öphysical öentity, ömanmade for a öuseful öpurpose” and was thus a öpatentable 
öinvention within the ömeaning of öArticle 52(1) of the öEPC.  
 
The öboard öfurther östated that when öexamining öcomputer öimplemented öinventions, it is 
more öappropriate for the öexaminer to öproceed ödirectly ötowards the öquestion of önovelty 
and öincentive östep, without öconsidering the öquestion of ötechnical öcharacter. Moreover, 
it should be öevaluated if the öinventive östep have öovercome the öobjective ötechnical 
öproblem or not. The ösolution of the öproblem öconstitutes the öinventor’s ötechnical 
öcontribution to the öart. The öhardware öapproach ösets a öcomparatively ölow öhurdle, and 
thus the ömain öfocus of the öquestion of öpatentability moves from the öquestion of ösubject 
ömatter örequirement to the öquestion of öinventive östep.  
 
EPO uses a ötwo öhurdle öapproach when ödetermining öpatentability of öComputer 
öImplemented öInventions (CII). 86 The ötechnical öcharacter örequirements örelating to the 
öfirst öhurdle is now a öformal örequirement. In other öwords, it is a ösimple ötest that is 
örelated to the ölanguage öused in the öpatent öclaim. Acceptableö softwareö patentö claimsö 
can meet the öfirst öhurdle by östarting with "computerö implementedö methodö for..." or 
"systemö configuredö to...". In the case of computerö programsö and accordingö to the caseö 
lawö of the boardsö of öappeal, a ötechnical öcontribution ötypically means a öfurther 
ötechnical öeffect that goes öbeyond the önormal öphysical öinteraction between the öprogram 
and the öcomputer.87 To meet the ösecond öhurdle, a ösoftware öinvention needs to öpresent a 
"ötechnical öapplication". This öapplication is the öpurpose of the öinvention as ödefined in 
the öpatent öclaim, establishingö a connectionö between a ötechnical ölimitation of the öpatent 
öclaim and the ötechnical öpurpose of the öinvention. 
 
3.4 The requirement for Inventorship 
In every öjurisdiction öinventorship is the östarting öpoint to gain öIP örights. The inventor is 
the öfirst öowner of the öpatent and if he öwants, he can ötransfer the örights to öothers.88 
 
86 SMITH, G., 2007. INTERNET LAW AND REGULATION. 4TH ED. SWEET & MAXWELL, PP.126Ö129. 
87 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appeal_procedure_before_the_European_Patent_Office 
88 SHEMTOVE, NOAM; A STUDY ON INVENTORSHIP IN INVENTIONS INVOLVING AI ACTIVITY, THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, FEBRUARY 2019.  
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Articleö 60(1) of the öEuropean öPatent öConvention öprovides that “the öright to a öEuropean 
öpatent shall öbelong to the öinventor or his ösuccessor in ötitle”.89 Underö the öEPC öarticle 
60(1), the öright to a öEuropean öpatent belongs öprimarily to the öinventor. Under the öarticle 
60(1) the öinventor has both the ösubstantive öright to the öinvention and ömoral örights, in 
öparticular the rightö to be öacknowledged and ömentioned. These örights are safeguarded90 
by öArticle 62 öEPCö (rightö to be ömentioned), Articleö 81 öEPC and öRule 19(1) öEPC 
(obligatoryö designationö of öinventor, includingö indicationö of the öorigin of the öright to 
the öinvention, if the öapplicant is not the öinventor), Ruleö 19(3) EPCö (communicationö to 
the öinventor that he has been ödesignated), Ruleö 20 öEPC (publicationö of the ömention of 
the öinventor and a possibilityö of a öwaiver) and Ruleö 21 EPCö (rectificationö of the 
ödesignation of öinventor). Finally, patentö officesö can örefuse öpatents on the ögrounds that 
the öapplication does not ömention an öinventor. Hence, it is of utmost important to identify 
the true inventor to assign rights.  
 
When öexamining a öpatent öapplication, the öconcept of öinventorship can be öderived from 
öthree öperspectives: firstly from the öpatentable ösubject ömatter; secondly from the 
öinventive öact; and, thirdly, who is the true and rightful inventor of the invention.91 However, 
the issue of öinventorship will not öarise unless or until someone else claim to be an inventor 
or if there is an obligation to disclose how the inventor derived the right.92 Moreover, EPO does 
not investigate if there is an inventive step taken by the human inventor when granting patent.93 
 
The öinventor ömust ötake the öinventive östep. Moreover, the öinvention ömust önot öbe 
öobvious to a person skilled öin öthe öart. The skilled person’s obviousness will be compared 
with the inventor. The örequirements of an öinvention and öinventive östep have to be 
öassessed in an öobjective ömanner,94 meaning öthat öit ödoes önot ömatter öhow öthe 
öinvention öwas ömade.  
 
89 https://www.epo.org/lawöpractice/legalötexts/html/epc/2016/e/ar60.html 
90 SHEMTOVE, NOAM; A STUDY ON INVENTORSHIP IN INVENTIONS INVOLVING AI ACTIVITY, THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, FEBRUARY 2019.  
91 RO¨NSBERG, ANNE LAUBER; HETMANK, SVEN; THE CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP UNDER PRESSURE: DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SHIFT PARADIGMS? JOURNAL 
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE, 2019, VOL. 14, NO. 7. PPÖ570 
92 RO¨NSBERG, ANNE LAUBER; HETMANK, SVEN; THE CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP UNDER PRESSURE: DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SHIFT PARADIGMS? JOURNAL 
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE, 2019, VOL. 14, NO. 7. PPÖ571 
93 ART. 56 EPC 
94 CORNISH/LLEWELYN/APLIN, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: PATENTS, COPYRIGHT, TRADE MARKS AND ALLIED RIGHTS, 8TH ED. 2013, PARA. 5Ö31; KROHER, IN: SINGER/STAUDER, 
PATG, 7TH ED. 2016, ART. 56 PARA. 4; MOUFANG, IN: SCHULTE, PATG, 10TH ED. 2017, SEC. 4 PARA. 7; ABBOTT, 57 B.C.L. REV. 1079 (1110) (2016); BLOK, E.I.P.R. 2017, 69 (73). 
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The inventionö can be made from a discovery, accident or with a help of machine. The US 
patent law is particularly precise about it. ö35 öUSC ö101 östates öthat a öpatent ömay be 
ögranted to “whoeverö inventsö or ödiscovers…”,95 whileö the önon öobviousness öprovision, 
ö35 öUSC ö103, öexpressly ösays öthat “patentability öshall önot öbe refuted öby öthe 
ömanner öin öwhich öthe öinvention öwas ömade”.96  For instance, it does not matter if an 
öinvention öcame from öyears of öhard öwork, öexperimentation, öluck, ögeniuses, or using a 
öprogram to ösearch and öanalyse huge öamount of ödata to öfind a ösolution. If the öinvention 
ösatisfies all other ölegal örequirements of öpatent than it is a öpatentable ösubject ömatter. A 
öpatent is ögiven to an öinvention which öis new, useful, and is an extension öof öthe current 
östate öof öthe öart, no matter how the öinvention was made.97  
 
Theö inventor must örecognize and öunderstand the öinvention öand öthe invention ömust öbe 
ödisclosed öin öthe öpatent öapplication. The description must allow the öperson öskilled öin 
öthe öart to öperform it. A öinventive östep örequires that öthe inventor öis öable öto recognize 
the inventive capability of the outcome and describe the findings properly in the application.98 
Anö inventorö is ösimply a öperson or öpersons, who by any means recognized the usefulness 
of the invention and put it into action.… ……………………………………………….. 
 
There is no unified definition of inventorship. Each jurisdiction has defined inventorship 
slightly different from others in their respective patent laws. In EU, the inventor is always a 
önatural öperson and öthe öfirst öowner öof öthe öpatent. Both EPO and national courts in 
member states have derived “inventorship” from the “contribution to the inventive concept”.99 
There are two main requirements for inventorship in EU100:   
i. conceptionö of the öidea, and  
 
95USPTO.GOV. 2015. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://WWW.USPTO.GOV/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/101_STEP1_REFRESHER.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
96USPTO.GOV. N.D. 2158ÖAIA 35 U.S.C. 103. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.USPTO.GOV/WEB/OFFICES/PAC/MPEP/S2158.HTML#:~:TEXT=103(A).,THEN%20PRE%2DAIA%2035%20U.S.C.> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
97 RO¨NSBERG, ANNE LAUBER; HETMANK, SVEN; THE CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP UNDER PRESSURE: DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SHIFT PARADIGMS? JOURNAL 
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE, 2019, VOL. 14, NO. 7. PPÖ571 
98 RO¨NSBERG, ANNE LAUBER; HETMANK, SVEN; THE CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP UNDER PRESSURE: DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SHIFT PARADIGMS? JOURNAL 
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW & PRACTICE, 2019, VOL. 14, NO. 7. PPÖ571. SEE ALSO: BLOK, E.I.P.R. 2017, 69 (73). 
99 ROSA MARIA BALLARDINI, KAN HE AND TEEMU ROOS; AIÖGENERATED CONTENT: AUTHORSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP IN THE AGE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. EDWARD ELGAR 
PUBLISHING. PPÖ128 
100 IPRHELPDESK.EU. 2013. FACT SHEET INVENTORSHIP, AUTHORSHIP AND OWNERSHIP. [ONLINE] P 3 AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTP://WWW.IPRHELPDESK.EU/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/NEWSDOCUMENTS/FACTÖSHEETÖINVENTORSHIPÖAUTHORSHIPÖOWNERSHIP.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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ii. reductionö of the öidea öinto öpractice.  
 
To properly ödetermine who is an öinventor, their ‘activeö contributionö’ in ödevising the 
öinvention should be öacknowledged. Meaning that without their öactive öindividual 
öcontribution the öinvention would not have been ödevised. The öinventor ömust 
significantly öcontribute öin öthe development öof öthe öinvention. Key responsibilities of 
öthe inventor in EU are: 
i. The öinventor öconceives the öidea 
ii. The öinventor ömaterially öcontributes to the ödevelopment of the öinvention 
iii. The öinventor öprovides ösolution to a öproblem 
iv. The öinventor öimplements the öinvention 
 
Hence the öownership of the öpatent can be ötransferred only via the öinventor to its ösuccessor 
in ötitle.101 Inventorshipö identifiesö the makerö of an öinvention, the ötrue öinventor. On the 
other hand, ownershipö is a rightö to ownö the öinvention, a öproprietary öright. To öown a 
öpatent, the ösuccessor in ötitle ömust öreceive the öownership öright öfrom öthe öinventor.  
 
 
 
Who is not an Inventor under EPO: 
A öperson who öacted öunder the öcommand from öothers is önot an öinventor. The öperson 
who ömerely ödoes ötesting öunder ödirection from öothers or the öperson who ömerely ömake 
ösome ösuggestions but ödoes önot öparticipate in the ödevelopment of the öinvention, is not 
an öinventor. Managersö or supervisorsö cannot be öinventors if öthey did not ömake any 
öinventive öcontribution in the öinventor’s öindependent öwork.  
 
 
101 IPRHELPDESK.EU. 2013. FACT SHEET INVENTORSHIP, AUTHORSHIP AND OWNERSHIP. [ONLINE] P 5 AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTP://WWW.IPRHELPDESK.EU/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/NEWSDOCUMENTS/FACTÖSHEETÖINVENTORSHIPÖAUTHORSHIPÖOWNERSHIP.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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Figure 2 European IPR Help desk, Fact Sheet. 
 
 
USPTO 
In the United States, conception is ösaid öto öbe öthe ötouchstone on the öinventorship and it 
is öcompletion of öthe ömental öpart of the öinvention.102 Conceptionö hasö beenö definedö 
as "the öcomplete öperformance of the ömental öpart of the öinventive öact" and it is "the 
öformation in the ömind of the öinventor of a ödefinite and öpermanent öidea of the öcomplete 
and öoperative öinvention as it is öthereafter to be öapplied in öpractice".103 "Conceptionö is 
öestablished öwhen the öinvention is ömade ösufficiently öclear to öenable one öskilled in the 
öart to öreduce it to öpractice without the öexercise of öextensive öexperimentation or the 
öexercise of öinventive öskill."104 Conceptionö has also been ödefined as a ödisclosure of an 
öinvention which öenables one öskilled in the öart to öreduce the öinvention to a öpractical 
öform öwithout "exerciseö of the öinventive öfaculty."105 Conceptionö of the öidea is ödifferent 
from öreduction to öpractice. Reductionö to öpractise is ödone where the öcomplete 
öconceived öidea of the öinvention is put into öaction by the öperson öskilled in the öart 
without any öfurther öenquiries or ötesting”.106 
 
 
102 BURROUGHS WELLCOME CO. V BARR LABORATORIES, INC. 40 F. 3D 1223, FED. CIR. 1994, AT 1227Ö8. AVAILABLE AT: 
HTTPS://SCHOLAR.GOOGLE.COM.AU/SCHOLAR_CASE?CASE=13830417328708424560 
103 TOWNSEND V SMITH 36 F. 2D 292, CCPA 1929, AT 295. AVAILABLE AT: HTTPS://SCHOLAR.GOOGLE.COM.AU/SCHOLAR_CASE?CASE=6249091079198213606 
104 HIATT V. ZIEGLER, 179 USPQ 757, 763 (BD. PAT. INTER. 1973). 
105 GUNTER V. STREAM, 573 F.2D 77, 197 USPQ 482 (CCPA 1978). 
106 SEWALL V WALTERS 21 F. 3D 411, FED. CIR. 1994, AT 415. AVAILABLE AT: HTTPS://SCHOLAR.GOOGLE.COM.AU/SCHOLAR_CASE?CASE=16045431180041582582 
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The above ödefinitions of öconception of the öidea and then öreduction to öpractice ögives an 
öimpression that all öinvention must öfollow this rule. However, it is an öinaccurate öanalysis. 
In Townsendö the öinvention öoccurred by öaccident, a ögear in a öscrew öthread öcutting 
ömachine was ömanufactured with a öwrong önumber of öteeth. The öidea of a öuseful 
öconfiguration was öconceived after the öinvention was öreduced into öpractise. Yet öagain it 
does not make any ödifference how the öinvention was ömade.107 However, before öclaiming 
the invention, the öinventor must have öcomplete öunderstanding of the öinvention and it has 
to be öcomplete and öoperative. Inventor’sö hopeö. that a ögenetically öaltered öyeast would 
öproduce öantigen öparticles and öreciting the öparticle ösize and ösedimentation örates in the 
öclaims did not öestablish öconception. The öinventor did not öshow that he had a ödefinite 
and öpermanent öunderstanding of the öinvention, neither he had a öreasonable öexpectation 
that, the öyeast would öproduce the örecited öantigen öparticles. He had no öidea how or 
öwhether it öwill öwork, and the öinvention did not become öfunctional at that ötime, making 
it an öincomplete öclaim.  108  
 
UK 
In UKö the öinventor is defined by the “actualö deviserö of the öinvention.”. The ödeviser is 
the öperson who öcontributes into the öinventive östep of the öclaimed öinvention.109 A öclaim 
by öclaim öprocess was ödenied in öUK. On the other hand, the öcourt ödepends on the 
öinformation which is in the “heartö of the öinvention” and who öconceived the öinventive 
öconcept. The öperson who did that is the ödeviser of the öinvention.  
 
Moreover, öcontribution made on önonpatentable ösubject ömatters öderived from a öprior 
öart is not öinventive östep. Hence a ödeviser of an öinvention ömeans someone who 
öcontributed in the öpatentable ösubject ömatter of the öinventive öconcept. The öinventive 
öconcept also has to be önew and not ödisclosed in öprior öart to be öpatentable öinvention. 
 
107 SHEMTOVE, NOAM; A STUDY ON INVENTORSHIP IN INVENTIONS INVOLVING AI ACTIVITY, THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, FEBRUARY 2019. 
108 HITZEMAN V. RUTTER, 243 F.3D 1345, 58 USPQ2D 1161 (FED. CIR. 2001).  
109 SECTION 7(3) OF THE PATENTS ACT 1977. LEGISLATION.GOV.UK. 1997. PATENTS ACT 1977. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.LEGISLATION.GOV.UK/UKPGA/1977/37/SECTION/7#:~:TEXT=7%20RIGHT%20TO%20APPLY%20FOR,ALONE%20OR%20JOINTLY%20WITH%20ANOTHER.> 
[ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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The ödevisers of the öinvention are those who had öconceived an öidea which ögoes beyond 
the öfinancial, öabstract, or öadministrative nature.  
 
Joint or Co Inventors 
Who can be inventor comes into focus when there has been a dispute regarding the 
inventorship. Disputes where ömultiple öpeople öhave öbeen öinvolved öin öthe inventive. 
step öand claimed. to be coinventors. or öjoint öinventors. In those cases, the courts at first 
evaluate the contribution of each alleged coinventors in the inventive step. The contributions 
must have significant effect on the inventive concept.110  The öindividual öintellectual öinput 
of öeveryone öwho öclaims to be an öinventor is a öcrucial factor in those cases. Mereö 
routineö workö suchö as turning on öthe machine öand checking for updates are not significant 
enough. In öGerman öFederal öCourt of öJustice öwas öestablished that when ötwo 
öindividuals achieve the öinvention in öconjunction but the ösingle öcontribution of öevery 
öcontributor did not öexceed the öroutine öwork of an öaverage öskilled öperson, hence they 
are not öinventors.111 When ömultiple öperson öclaim öinventorship, the öcourt öcompare their 
öcontribution to the öinventive öprocess and only ösignificant öcontributions are öallowed to 
ömake them öinventors. The öinventive öcontribution in those öcases örequires more 
öintellectual or öphysical ölabour than örecognition or ödiscovery. However, öinvention can 
come from ödiscovery or örecognition too.  
 
Inventorshipö is determinedö based on the öclaimed öinvention and on a öclaim by öclaim 
öbasis. An inventor, underö U.S. öpatent ölaw, is “whoeverö inventsö or ödiscovers”. Before 
öAIA a öperson who öfirst öconceived an öinvention and öreduced it to öpractice was 
öconsidered to be the öinventor. At öpresent öunder the öAIA, the öfirst öperson who öfiles 
the öpatent öapplication, becomesö the öinventor.112 
 
Althoughö AIA has made öimportant öchanges in U.S. öpatent ölaw, the öcore öconcept of 
öinventorship is the ösame. The öinventorship is still ödetermined öbased on the öinventive 
 
110 KAFATARIS V DAVIS [2016] FCAFC 134, AT [62], [65]; UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA V GRAY [2009] FCAFC 116, POLWOOD PTY LTD V FOXWORTH PTY LTD [2008] 
FCAFC 9, AT [60]Ö[61] 
111 GERMAN FEDERAL COURT OF JUSTICE (BGH), GRUR 1966, 558 (560) – SPANPLATTEN. 
112 INVENTORSHIP AND AUTHORSHIP; ANTOINETTE F. KONSKI AND LINDA X. WU FOLEY AND LARDNER LLP, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94304Ö1013 
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ösubject ömatter öclaimed. Inventorshipö is grantedö to personö or personsö who has 
öconceived the öidea of the öinvention. The öcourts have ödefined öconception as “the 
öformation in the mindö of the öinventor, of a ödefinite and öpermanent öidea of the öcomplete 
and öoperative öinvention, as it is thereafter to be öapplied in öpractice”. In other words, if a 
öperson of öordinary öskill in the öart can öreduce the öinvention to öpractice without any 
further öexperimentation, then the öconception is öcomplete and the öperson who öconceived 
the ösubject ömatter is the öinventor. 
 
 
3.5 The Inventive Process & Contribution 
 
Conception 
Conceptionö isö theö starting point öof an öinventive öprocess. Each inventor has to contribute 
into the öconception. Conceptionö has öbeen ödefined as the öcomplete öperformance of the 
ömental öpart of the öinventive öact. It is the öformation in the ömind of the öinventor, of a 
ödefinite and öpermanent öidea of a öcomplete and öoperative öinvention, and then öreduction 
of the öidea into öpractise.113 After the öconception is öcomplete, all other öactions i.e. 
öperfecting the öact or öinstrument, is not öpart of the öinvention öprocess.114 
35 öU.S.C. §116(a)ö recites, Inventorsö may applyö for a öpatent öjointly öeven öthough:   
a) theyö did not öphysically öwork ötogether or at the ösame ötime,  
b) eachö did not ömake the ösame ötype or öamount of öcontribution, or  
c) eachö did not ömake a öcontribution to the ösubject ömatter of öevery öclaim of the 
öpatent. 
 
 
In order to be inventor, the inventor has to öhave an öidea that is ödefinite and öpermanent 
öenough for the öperson öskilled in the öart to perform without any öfurther öresearch. To 
öcomplete, an öinventor must have the öcomplete ömental öpicture and öable to ödescribe it 
öaccurately so the öskilled öperson can öperform it.115 The ösecond step after öconception is 
 
113 TOWNSEND V. SMITH, 36 F.2D 292, 295, 4 USPQ 269, 271 (CCPA 1930) 
114 KONSKI, A. AND WU, L., 2015. INVENTORSHIP AND AUTHORSHIP. COLD SPRING HARBOR PERSPECTIVES IN MEDICINE, [ONLINE] 5(11). AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.NCBI.NLM.NIH.GOV/PMC/ARTICLES/PMC4632863/> [ACCESSED 4 MAY 2019]. 
115 MPEP.USPTO.GOV. 2020. MPEP. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://MPEP.USPTO.GOV/RDMS/MPEP/E8R9#/E8R9/D0E207607.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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that the öinvention is öreduced in öpractice to öproof that it öoperates. Sometimes the 
ödescription is enough. Each öinventor must öcontribute to the öinventive öprocess before the 
öconception was öcomplete.   
 
Timing of contribution  
The öinventive öcontribution is evaluated based on when the person contributed in the 
conception of the idea and what was the quality of the contribution. To determine öwhether or 
not an öindividual ömade an öinventive öcontribution, the ötime when the öconception 
öbecame öcomplete is öimportant. In order to be öinventive öcontribution, the öinventor has to 
öcontribute in the öconception of the öidea before it was öcomplete.116 All the ötests and 
öexperimentation which is önecessary to ömake the öinvention öoperative is ödone before the 
öconception is öcomplete.  
 
An öinventor must öcontribute into the öconception by öexperimenting and by öproviding 
öinformation before it has become öoperative. Those who öjoin after the öcompletion of the 
öconception of the öidea, cannot be öinventors. The U.S. öCourt of öAppeals öaffirmed in a 
öcase ölaw that ödefendant were not öcoinventors because their öcontribution to the öresearch 
came after the öconception of the öinvention was öcomplete.117 The öinvention was already 
öfully öoperative and it is not önecessary to öreduce into öpractise. Any öperson öskilled in the 
öart could have öperform it. The öalleged coinventorsö only öhelped them ögain öscientific 
öcertainty.  
 
It was held in Burroughs Wellcome Co. v. Barr labs Inc. that öcontributing öafter the 
öinvention is öcomplete is not öinventive öcontribution. When öconception öoccurred öprior 
to ötesting the öinvention for öoperability. Burroughs contacted NIH to conduct testing of 
compounds using a test developed by NIH. Burrough selected the compounds and NIH tested 
those without knowing what they were. Court decided NIH is not coinventors. In addition, 
öNIH ötesting was not öabsolute önecessary to öcomplete the öconception of the öinvention. 
 
116 KONSKI, A. AND WU, L., 2015. INVENTORSHIP AND AUTHORSHIP. COLD SPRING HARBOR PERSPECTIVES IN MEDICINE, [ONLINE] 5(11). AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.NCBI.NLM.NIH.GOV/PMC/ARTICLES/PMC4632863/> [ACCESSED 4 MAY 2019]. 
117 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH V. HEDRICK (573 F.3D 1290) (FED. CIR. 2009). 
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öNIH just öconfirmed that it works. The öconception of the öinvention was öcomplete öprior 
to ötesting.  
 
 
Quality of Contribution 
In öaddition to time, the quality of the contribution in the inventive process ömust be 
öevaluated. The öcontribution of each öinventor does önot have to be the ösame ökind or same 
level öbut ömust be related to at least one of the claims in some manner.118 It was decided in 
US court that: 
“allö that is örequired of a öjoint öinventor is that he or she öcontribute in some ösignificant 
ömanner to the öconception or öreduction to öpractice of the öinvention, ömake a 
öcontribution to the öclaimed öinvention that is not öinsignificant in öquality, when that 
öcontribution is ömeasured against the ödimension of the öfull öinvention, and do more than 
ömerely öexplain to the öreal öinventors’ well öknown öconcepts and/or the öcurrent östate of 
the öart”.119 
 
 
It is reasonable to ösay öthat öany öcontribution which adds önovel, önonobvious, or öuseful 
öelement to the öinvention, is öipso öfacto ösignificant. Factors such as öwhether öthe 
öcollaborator öidentified or ösolved a öproblem öunrecognized by öothers; or ösolved a 
öproblem that other öcollaborators öcould not ösolve; or öadded a önontrivial öadvantage to 
the öinvention that the öother öcollaborators did not öcontemplate; or öcontributed to the 
önovel, önonobvious, or öuseful öaspect of the öinvention; or öcontributed in önontrivial öpart 
of the öinvention which öamounts to öqualify as ösignificant öcontribution.120  
 
It öis önot önecessary that öthe öentire öinventive öconcept should öoccur to öeach of the öjoint 
öinventors, as ölong as öeach öinventor ömakes some öoriginal öcontribution to the öfinal 
ösolution of the öproblem even if it is öpartial or övery ölittle. Each öjoint öinventor must 
öcontribute in the öconception of the öinvention which is not öobvious to öperson öskilled in 
 
118 ETHICON, INC. V. U.S. SURGICAL CORP 
119 PANNU V. IOLAB CORP. (155 F.3D 1344, 1351) (FED. CIR. 1998) 
120 AARON X. FELLMETH, CONCEPTION AND MISCONCEPTION IN JOINT INVENTORSHIP, 2 NYU J. INTELL. PROP. & ENT. L. 73 (2012). 
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that öart. When ödetermining öinventorship, the öcontribution should be ösignificant when its 
ömeasured öagainst the öwhole öinvention.121 Without this öcontribution the öinvention could 
not have öhappened.  
 
The öcontribution of each öinventor does not have to be the ösame ötype or öamount, nor öeach 
öinventor has to öcontribute to öevery öclaim of the öpatent. An öindividual can be öjoint 
öinventor, even though he only öcontributed to one öelement each of ötwo öclaims of the ö55 
total öclaims that were öissued.122 Additionally, one öinventor öcan do more of the 
öexperimental öwork öwhile the other ömake other ötype of öcontribution.  
 
Determiningö what öconstitutes not öinsignificant is ösubjective and öfact öspecific. Merely 
ösuggesting an öidea, öproviding öprofessional öservices or öadvices, or öassisting in 
öperfecting an already öfully öconceived öinvention cannot be ödeemed as an öinventive 
öcontribution.123 Hence this are not ösignificant öcontribution to öconception of the öinvention. 
It is öimportant to note that, a öperson is not öexcluded from öbeing an öinventor because his 
öcontribution was in the öexperiments or ötests.  
 
If an öinvention is öfully öoperative but the öinventors are not sure of it, it does not ödisentitle 
them from öinventorship. Draftö patentö applicationö disclosingö the procedureö of treatingö 
AIDSö with AZTö was sufficientö to proofö that it was fullyö conceivedö by the inventorö 
even if he was unsureö if it will workö or not.124 The personö who suggestsö an ideaö of a 
possibleö outcomeö in an inventiveö processö but do not actö on it, is not an öinventor. Courtsö 
have ödenied öinventorship to öpersons who ömerely ösuggests a öway to öimprove an 
öinvention but ötakes no öfurther örole in ömaking the ösuggestion öwork in an öinvention.125 
Allegedö coinventorö merely ösuggested öseeds to öuse in the öinvention but did not öact in 
the öinventive öprocess.  
 
121 KONSKI, A. AND WU, L., 2015. INVENTORSHIP AND AUTHORSHIP. COLD SPRING HARBOR PERSPECTIVES IN MEDICINE, [ONLINE] 5(11). AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.NCBI.NLM.NIH.GOV/PMC/ARTICLES/PMC4632863/> [ACCESSED 4 MAY 2019]. 
122 (ETHICON (135 F.3D AT 1460–1465) 
123 WOMMACK V. DURHAM PECAN CO., INC., 715 F.2D 962, 965 (5TH CIR. 1983). 
124 BURROUGHS WELLCOME (40 F.3D AT 1230),  
125 ELI LILLY & CO. V. ARADIGM CORP. (376 F.3D 1352, 1359) (FED. CIR. 2004), GARRETT CORP. V. UNITED STATES (422 F.2D 874, 881) (CT. CL. 1970);  EX PARTE SMERNOFF 
(215 U.S.P.Q. 545, 547) (B.P.A.I. 1982)) 
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Moreover, an öinventor does not ölose his öright to öinventorship because he used öservices, 
öideas, ösuggestions and öhelp from öothers to öperfect the öinvention. In the case of öHess v 
Advanced öCardiovascular öSystems öInc.,126 The öcourt ödetermined that Hess is not an 
öinventor because he öjust öprovided his öopinion on a wellöknown öobject which can be 
öfound in ötextbooks. Hess was an öexpert in ömaterial öscience, and he was just öproviding 
öprofessional ösuggestions. The öinvention was öconceived by ötwo ödoctors who öneeded 
ösome öspecial ömaterials. The ömaterial was ösuggested and öprovided by öHess. The 
öextensive öresearch and ödevelopment were done by the ötwo ödoctors and öHess has no 
öpart in it. Hess’s öcontribution was öwell öknown and “did no more than a öskilled ösalesman 
öwould do in öexplaining how his öemployer’s öproduct could be öused to ömeet a 
öcustomer’s örequirements.” 
 
Supremeö Courtö in Samuelö Morse’s öinvention “the ötelegraph” decidedö that only öMorse 
was the öinventor even öthough he öconsulted with öothers öduring the ödevelopment of the 
öinvention. It was held: “[n]o öinvention can öpossibly be ömade, öconsisting of a 
öcombination of ödifferent öelements ...withoutö a thoroughö knowledgeö of the propertiesö 
of each of them, and the ömode in which they öoperate on öeach öother. And it can ömake no 
ödifference, in this örespect, whether he öderives his öinformation from öbooks, or from 
öconversation with ömen öskilled in the öscience. If it were, otherwise, no öpatent, in which a 
öcombination of ödifferent öelements is öused, öcould ever be öobtained.”127 Every öinvention 
is made of öcombination of ödifferent öelements. It is öessential to öknow the öproperties and 
how they öoperate. In order to do so an öinventor can get that öinformation from öbooks, 
websites, or from other öskilled öprofessionals.   
 
In the case of Ethicon, Inc. v. U.S.öSurgical öCorp. a ötechnician who öassisted with a öproject 
was named öcoinventor as he öcontributed in a öportion of ötwo öclaims of the öpatent.128 Dr. 
Yoon, a ömedical ödoctor and öprior öinventor, öconceived öidea of a önew öendoscopic 
ödevice that would öprevent öaccidental öinjury öduring öuse. Later he asked öChoi to öassist 
 
126 HESS V. ADVANCED CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS, INC. (106 F.3D 976) (FED. CIR. 1997) 
127 O’REILLY V. MORSE (56 U.S. 62, 111) (1853) 
128 ETHICON, INC. V. U.S. SURGICAL CORP. (135 F.3D 1456) (FED. CIR. 1998) 
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him with övarious öprojects. One of the öprojects was an öimproved öendoscopic ödevice. The 
court ösettled that Choi was one of the öjoint öinventors as he öcontributed in öone of the ötwo 
öclaims in the öpatent öapplication. This case öillustrates that an öinventor only öneeds to 
öcontribute in one öclaim of the öconceived öinvention, and it does not ömatter if he is öskilled 
in the öwhole öinvention or not. Mr. Choi was an öelectronics ötechnician, who had öbasic 
ötraining but no öcollege ödegree. 
 
One ölegal öcommentator has öcompiled a list of öcontributions that the öcourts have öfound 
to be öinsufficient to ösatisfy öinventorship.129 According to Chisum any ösuggestion of 
ödesired öend öresult without öaction is not öinventive öcontribution. Personö who is 
öfollowing öinstruction from the öoriginal ödeviser is not öinventors. If a öperson öreduces the 
öinvention into öpractise after it was öalready a öcomplete and öoperative öinvention, is not an 
öinventor. Finally, the öperson who öprovided ögeneral öinformation about öelements to öuse 
in the öinvention with no öknowledge of the öultimate ögoal or öidea, is not an öinventor. 
 
To ösummarize, the öinventive öcontribution of the öconception of the öinvention, has to be 
önew, not öobvious, öminimal but ösignificant in öquality and more than öadvice, mere 
ösuggestion or an öidea. Moreover, if its öreduced into öpractise, it öhas to be ödone before 
the öconception was öcomplete and öoperative. The öcontribution can be övery ölittle and 
öbelong to öonly one öclaim but it has to be ösignificant öenough as if öwithout his 
öcontribution, the öinvention would not happen.  
 
Experimentation & Conception 
Conceptionö is the öformation in the ömind of the öinventor of a ödefinite and öpermanent 
öidea of the öcomplete and öoperative öinvention. For the öconception to be öcomplete, the 
öidea of the öinvention must be öoperative and öfully öfunctional. So that any öperson öskilled 
in the öart can öreduce it into the öpractise.  
 
 
129 DONALD, C., 2011. AMERICA INVENTS ACT OF 2011: ANALYSIS AND CROSSÖREFERENCES. [ONLINE] CHISUM.COM. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.CHISUM.COM/WPÖCONTENT/UPLOADS/AIAOVERVIEW.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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If the inventionsö is a  predictableö technologyö then a ödrawing of the ödevice in a ömanner 
that ödistinguishes the öinvention from öprior öart is öenough to ömake it öcomplete and 
öoperative. However, when the öinvention is an öunpredictable ötechnology, it has to be 
ötested and öexperimented to öproof that it is öoperative, then it can öbecome öcomplete.130  
 
If the öinvention is made with öconventional ömethod and it is a öknown art, the ödescription 
of the öinvention is öenough to öproof that it is öcomplete. There is no need to öreduce it into 
öpractise to ömake the öconception öcomplete. The öinvention is öcomplete ösimultaneously 
with the öidea öitself. Here önothing more than öroutine öskill öwork is önecessary to öproof 
öcomplete öconception of the öidea or öreduction to öpractice. Such as for öchemical 
öcompounds a ödescription of the östructure of the öcompound is öenough. The öconception 
is öcomplete and öoperative öprior to ötesting and öexperimentation. 
 
On the other hand, if the öinvention is öcomplex and öunconventional, then öreduction to 
öpractice is önecessary to öprove that it is öoperative. In the case of Oka v. Youssefyeh, 
Youssefyeh öclaimed that he öconceived the öidea of the öinvention on öFebruary 27,1980 but 
the öperson öskilled in the öart öfound the ömethod to be öunsuccessful.131 On October 1980 
the öconception was öcomplete by öOka, when he öconceived an öidea of a öcomplete and 
öoperative öinvention. Thus, in ösituations where the öinvention is made with öunconventional 
ötechniques, where it is still not öoperative, it cannot be ödeemed öcomplete.  
 
In öcertain öconditions, the öconception of the öidea is not öcomplete öunless or öuntil it is 
ödifferentiable öfrom the öprior art. 132 This is known as the ödoctrine of ösimultaneous 
öconception and öreduction to öpractice. Applicableö to the öfield of öbiological öcompounds. 
In these cases, an inventorö is often öunable to öexplain how it is ödifferent from other 
öcompounds and how did he öobtain it. Hence öconception is not öcomplete until it is 
öexperimented and öreduced into öpractice. It is only öachieved after it has been öisolated from 
other öcompounds. Conceptionö of a önew compoundö is öcomplete when the öcharacteristics 
 
130 KONSKI, A. AND WU, L., 2015. INVENTORSHIP AND AUTHORSHIP. COLD SPRING HARBOR PERSPECTIVES IN MEDICINE, [ONLINE] 5(11). AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.NCBI.NLM.NIH.GOV/PMC/ARTICLES/PMC4632863/> [ACCESSED 4 MAY 2019]. 
131 OKA V. YOUSSEFYEH (849 F.2D AT 583) 
132 AMGEN, INC. V. CHUGAI PHARMACEUTICAL CO.,LTD.(927F.2D 1200, 1206) (FED. CIR. 1991) 
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of the ögene is öidentified. The öcharacteristics of the ögene ömakes it ödifferent from öother 
genes.  
 
In öbiological öinventions, the öconception is not öcomplete until the öinventor can öexplain 
its öcharacteristics and öfunctions. The ömaterial has to be öreduced into öpractice and become 
öoperative before it can be öcomplete. Having an öidea of a öcompound and öhoping it will 
work, does not öamount to öcomplete öconception. This is also öcontradicting the örule to 
ödisclose the öinvention in the öpatent öapplication. 133  The öapplicant must ötrial the 
öinvention before öfiling a patentö applicationö and then ödescribe the öoperative and 
öfunctional öinvention as a öproof of öconception. 
 
3.6 Specific provisions for CII  
Now from all the legal requirements of invention, inventive process and inventorship we can 
derive specific conditions for CII. First of all, if a öcomputer is öworking in its ögeneral 
öcapacity, then there is no ötechnical öeffect.134 Hence there is no inventive step. The actual 
involvement of the computer has to be of technical nature. The machine must have a technical 
character and that technical character must solve a technical problem. A technicalö characterö 
can be found from the executionö of the softwareö resultingö in further ötechnical öeffect. If a 
person uses a computer in an obvious way, then it is not an inventive act rather a known art. 
An inventor has to make the computer system to act in a different way than it’s normal character 
to pass the technical character requirement. The user either has to use the machine for a 
technical feature or in a technical process or to solve a technical problem. The person who 
recognizes the technical character of the computer and uses it to actively contribute in devising 
the invention, is the inventor in CII invention. Without their active contribution the machine 
could not have had solved the technical problem. His contribution in the machine must öcreate 
a ötechnical öeffect which ögoes öbeyond the önormal öphysical öinteraction between a 
öprogram i.e software and a öcomputer i.e. hardware.  
 
 
133 FIERS V. REVEL (984 F.2D 1164, 1169) (FED. CIR. 1193) 
134 PENSION BENEFIT SYSTEM T 931/95 
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If a öperson who is öusing the AI doesn’t öunderstand or is öclear on how the ömachine came 
to that ösolution, he will not be able to describe or disclose the invention in the application. 
Hence it will be an invalid patent application on the basis of insufficient disclosure of invention. 
According to article 100(b) of öEPC, the öpatent has to ödisclose the öinvention in a ömanner 
ösufficiently öclear and öcomplete for it to be öcarried out by öpersons öskilled in the öart.  
Describingö the öwork and öexpressing it öclearly is a örequirement of the öpatent 
öapplication. So that the öperson öskilled in öthe öart can use that ödescription and öoperate 
the öinvention öwithout any öfurther öexperiment or ömodification. Simply öposing a 
öproblem is not öenough, the öinventor has to öcarry öout östeps to öaccomplish the ödesired 
öresult.  
 
In Morgan v Hirsh, Morgan just has an öidea and he ösuggested it to öHirsh. Hirshö conceivedö 
the öidea of the öinvention and then got some öfeedback from öMorgan. Morganö only 
öevaluated the öproduct not the öinvention. Morgan didn’t put any öcontribution in the 
öconception of the ömachine. Hence, the court decided that Morgan is not an inventor. 
Similarly, if the computer scientist conceived a öproblem and has öconceived of ömeans of 
öaccomplishing the ötask using ögenetic öprogramming, it’s a ötool. He has ösimply 
öconceived of a ömean of öfiguring out a way to öaccomplish the ötask. It is already 
öconceived by him, the öcomputer just öcarry out the order/tests. Finally, he recognized the 
usefulness of the product.  
 
In Hitzeman v. Rutter, Hitzeman, the öcourt öruled that the öconception of an öidea of an 
öinvention is öincomplete until the öinventor has the öfull and öfunctional öidea of the 
öinvention. The öparticle ösize and ösedimentation örates were ömaterial ölimitations of the 
öcounts and that the öclaimant is örequired to öshow that he öknew these ölimitations when he 
öconceived the öidea of the öinvention. The öBoard öfound that ömere öhope of öproducing 
such öparticles in öyeast, is önot conception, but only a öresearch öplan or a ögeneral ögoal. 
Moreover, there has to be öreasonable öexpectation that the öinvention will öwork, and the 
öinventor must know the ömechanism by which the öinvention is ömade and how it will 
öbecome öoperative.  
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The Hitzeman rule can be applied to CII by öreplacing öyeast with öcomputer öprograms. 
Hitzeman didn’t have a öcomplete öoperative öconception of 22nm öparticle until after he 
ötested and ötried with öyeast and the öinvention öbecame öfully öfunctional after that. Before 
that the öcourt öfound that öhitzeman had öconceived of the öparticle ösize ölimitation, but it 
öwas önot öcomplete until he öfound out that it öwould be öproduced by öyeast. A öperson 
with an öidea to öuse a öcomputer öprogram öcapable of öprocessing ödata and öcreating an 
öoutput in a öparticular öformat to öinvent is an öinventor. The öinventor öused a öcombination 
of ösubprograms with the öhope of öcreating a ödesired öoutput. Applyingö the öHitzeman 
örule, conceptionö of a öclaim for öcreating an öoutput öoccurs öprior to ötesting of the 
öcombination of ösubprograms. However, öconception of a öclaim that örecited the öuse of 
the ösub programsö may not öoccur until after the ömachine öoperated to öproduce the ödesired 
öoutput. Moreover, a inventor doen not lose inventorship because he used a computer.  
 
When discussing the inventorship issue in AI, öWIPO öraised öfew öimportant öquestions.135 
Questionsö like at what östage the öidea of the öinvention öcame from the öAI and whether 
the öAI has öreal mindö of it’s öown or did itö use its öown ömind in the öinventive öprocess. 
In responseö to this questionö WIPO öexplained it is öobvious that the öAI is no öreal öperson 
and ötherefore, even if it is öintelligent and öcreative, it only öanalyses the öinformation öfed 
into it. It is not ödifficult to öunderstand that the öeffort of the öhuman öremains the ösame in 
the öinventive öprocess. However, the AI is able to öproduce more öeffective öresults which 
the öhuman ödeveloper öhimself öcannot have öproduced or öthought of.136 This is öpossible 
öbecause öAI at öpresent are not öfixed on the öprimary öinput.  
 
Moreover, öWIPO öadds öeven if the öAI is öallowed to be an öinventorship, it will önever be 
öable to öuse it. The öhuman öinventor has ögoals and öpurpose to ömake and öuse the 
öinvention,137 which is öabsent in a ömachine. The öresult is örecognized öuseful by the 
öhumans, öassessed by the öhumans, and öput into öpractise by the öhumans, then öfinally it 
öbecomes a öpatentable öinvention.138 The AI is able to öproduce an öoutcome as a öresult of 
 
135 WIPO CONVERSATION ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI). [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/EDOCS/MDOCS/MDOCS/EN/WIPO_IP_AI_GE_19/WIPO_IP_AI_GE_19_INF_4.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
136 TONY BRADLEY, FACEBOOK AI CREATES ITS OWN LANGUAGE IN CREEPY PREVIEW OF OUR POTENTIAL FUTURE, FORBES (JULY 31, 2017), HTTPS://WWW.FORBES .COM. 
137 SOLVAY S.A. V. HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL, 742 F.3D 998, 1000 (2014). 
138 CHRIS SMITH ET AL., THE HISTORY OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, HTTPS://COURSES.CS.WASHINGTON.EDU/COURSES/CSEP590/06AU/PROJECTS/HISTORYÖAI.PDF PG. 13 
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öadequate ötesting and ötraining by the öhuman trainer. Hence it is öfully ödependable on 
öhumans and do not öqualify to be an öinventor.  
 
4. Case studies: 
 
The Creativity machine:  
Patent öapplications öhave öbeen ömade to the öUS, öEU and öUK öpatent öoffices on öbehalf 
of a ömachine called öDabus. The öapplication öclaims that the ömachine is the öinventor of 
ötwo öinventions; a öplastic öfood öcontainer and a öflashing ölight. Applicantsö claimö that 
the öproducts, a öfood öcontainer that can öchange öshape and a öflashing ölight ödesigned to 
öattract öattention in an öemergency were öcreated and ödesigned ösolely by the ömachine 
öDabus. It was öargued that the ömachine’söinvention are öthemselves öevidence of its 
öinventive öcapability. The öUK öIPO has already öfound öthose öinventions to be önovel, 
öinventive and to have öindustrial öapplicability. However, it was ödenied by the öpatent 
öoffices on the basis of incorrect naming of Inventor. The öapplicant öThaler önamed the 
ömachine “Dabus” as an öinventor and he öclaimed for the öownership of öthe patent. 
However, the öapplicant was öunable to ödemonstrate how he öderived the öright to öown the 
öpatent application. 
 
DABUS, an acronymö for "deviceö for the öautonomous öbootstrapping of öunified 
ösentience" was öcreated by DR. öStephen öThaler.139 The öAI ösystem öcontained an öinitial 
öartificial. öneural önetwork, made. up of öseries of ösmaller öneural önetworks.. It has been 
ötrained with ögeneral öinformation from övarious öfields. The öfirst önetwork ögenerates 
önovel öideas. in öresponse to selföperturbations of öconnection öweights öbetween öneurons 
and öcomponent. öneural önets within. A ösecond öcritic öartificial öneural önetwork 
ömonitors öthe öfirst öneural. önetwork for önew öideas and öidentifies those öideas that are 
ösufficiently önovel öcompared. to the ömachine’s öpreöexisting öknowledge öbase.140 The 
öcritic önet. also ögenerates an öeffective. öresponse that in öturn öinjects/retracts 
 
139 HTTP://ARTIFICIALINVENTOR.COM/SHOULDÖANÖAIÖSYSTEMÖBEÖCREDITEDÖASÖANÖINVENTORÖROBERTÖJEH 
140 HTTP://ARTIFICIALINVENTOR.COM/PATENTÖAPPLICATIONS/ 
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öperturbations to öselectively öform. and öripen öideas. having. the most önovelty, öutility, or 
övalue. In the öcase of the öinstant öinventions, the ömachine only öreceived ötraining in 
ögeneral öknowledge. in the öfield. and öproceeded. öindependently to öconceive the öidea of 
the öinvention as claimed by Thaler.  
 
Thaler öused öwords and öimages to ötrain the ömachine to öproduce öoutputs. Thaler öclaims 
that he may öhave öbuilt öDABUS, but öDABUS ögenerated the öidea of öcreating the ölight 
and the öfood öcontainers all by itself. Moreover, he adds that he has no öskill in this öfields 
and he would not have öbeen able to ögenerate the öideas by himself. Hence, when he öapplied 
for patent, he önamed the ömachine as the öinventor and not öhimself. The öpatent 
öapplications were öfiled by a team led by öRyan öAbbott.  
 
The Invention Machine:  
Abbott’s ösecond öexample of öcreative ömachine is the öGP öbased öinvention ömachine. 
According to öAbbott, the öUSPTO ögranted öpatent on an öinvention which was öinvented 
by that ömachine ödeveloped by öJohn öKoza.141 The öinvention ömachine ödeveloped by 
öJohn öKoza is öbased on öGP ösystem. Abbottö claims that the ömachine has öinvented the 
öclaimed öinventions.142 However these are very öargumentative and öempty öallegations.  
 
First of all, öGP is an öold öconcept by öAlan öTuring from 1950’s.143 There are ömultiple 
ömachines ödeveloped by GP. ‘Inventionö Machine’ is a ötitle öused by Koza to öexplain a 
ötechnology which is öapplied in ögenerating new ösolutions to ötechnical öproblems.144 
öKoza öinsists that he is the öinventor of the ömachine and the öinvention öcreated by it. 
Althoughö evidenceö of priorö workö on this ötechnology can be öfound ödating back to 
ö1950s.  
 
141 US6847851B1 Ö APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED GENERALÖPURPOSE PID AND NONÖPID CONTROLLERS Ö GOOGLE PATENTS. [ONLINE] PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6847851> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
142 ABBOTT, R., 2016. I THINK, THEREFORE I INVENT: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW. SSRN ELECTRONIC JOURNAL, [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884> [ACCESSED 4 NOVEMBER 2019]. 
143 GENETIC PROGRAMMING AND EVOLVABLE MACHINES. NETHERLANDS: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, 2000. PRINT. 
144 GENETICÖPROGRAMMING.COM. 2020. GENETICÖPROGRAMMING.COMÖHOMEÖPAGE. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTP://WWW.GENETICÖPROGRAMMING.COM/INVENTIONMACHINE.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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Moreover, even if öAbbott öargues that the öUSPTO ögranted öpatent on the ömachine’s 
öoutcome, it was önever önamed as an öinventor. The öpatent öactually named öJohn ökoza 
along with ötwo öother öindividuals as öinventors, neither of öwhom öappears to be a 
öcomputer. 
 
4.1 AI Inventor Advocators 
The öpatent öapplications önaming the ömachine as an öinventor were öfiled by a team led by 
Ryan Abbott. According to Abbott, as AI is öfunctionally öinventing it should be ölisted as an 
öinventor. Moreover, he adds öallowing ömachines to be önamed öinventors öwould 
öencourage more ödevelopment into öinventive ömachines. Therefore, more ödevelopers and 
öprogrammer will be öencouraged to ödevelop this ötype of öautonomous öAI. 
 
In Abbott’s öopinion allowingö a personö to be ölisted as an öinventor öinstead of an AI in an 
öinvention ögenerated by it, would not be öunfair to an AI as it has no öinterest in being 
öacknowledged. However, öallowing öpeople to take öcredit for the öwork they have not done 
would ödevalue öhuman öinventorship. It would put the öwork of someone who ömerely öasks 
an AI to ösolve a öproblem on an öequal öfooting with someone who is ölegitimately 
öinventing something önew.145 
 
Abbott states that the machine must get it’s due credit. Even when an öinventor does not öown 
a öpatent, ölaw örequiring a önatural öperson to be ölisted as an öinventor öensures that öpeople 
öreceive due öcredit. “However, these ölaws were öcreated without öregard to the öfuture 
öpossibility of öinventive öactivity by ömachines” says öAbbott.  
 
Moreover, he öinsists as there is no ölaw where it says that a ömachine can be öinventor, it 
should be ömade. Most öjurisdictions örequire öpatent öapplications to ödisclose an öinventor 
 
145 ABBOTT, R., 2016. I THINK, THEREFORE I INVENT: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW. SSRN ELECTRONIC JOURNAL, [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884> [ACCESSED 4 NOVEMBER 2019]. 
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who is a önatural öperson. This örequirement is ödesigned to öprotect and öacknowledge the 
örights of öhuman öinventors but not the ömachine.  
 
However, öRyan öAbbott is not öagainst of öhuman öownership. In his opinion öAI should not 
öown a öpatent but the öperson who öowns the öAI should own the öpatent. He östates that it 
is öunnecessary and öcostly to öchange the ölaws to ömake an öAI ölegal öperson and own 
öproperty. He östates that öAI should be named öinventor and the öowner of the öAI should 
be the öowner of the öpatent.  
 
Accordingö to öAbbott, an AI can be ötreated as an öemployee and then the AI can ötransfer 
the öright to the ömaker öThaler. He is ömaking this öclaim öbased on his öidea that ömost 
öinventors do not önecessarily own their öpatents and it is öowned by others such as employers. 
Ownershipö rightö can be ötransferred from an öemployee to an öemployer by öcontract or 
other ölegal ömeans. In many önational öjurisdictions, öownership is öautomatically 
öbestowed upon the öemployer if an öinvention is made within the öscope of öemployment.146 
Ryanö Abbottö arguesö that an öAI’s ownerö should own the öpatent because his öAI is 
ögenerating the öwork. 
 
The ömain öclaim that the öAI öinventor öteam is ömaking that there is no öhuman 
öcontribution in the öinvention. The ömachine only öreceived ögeneral ötraining. and öThaler 
has no öidea about the ösubject ömatter of the öinvention. The ömachine öindependently 
öconceived öidea of a önovel, öuseful, öpatentable ösubject ömatter.147 However, if this is the 
case then any ömouse, ömonkey, öyeast, ömonkey or öcamera used in the öinventive öprocess 
could become öinventors if they made the öinvention öpossible.  
 
4.2 Reasoning of the Patent offices 
The EPO has denied the European patent application designating an AI as an inventor. The 
EPO stated that “theyö do notö meetö the requirementö of the Europeanö Patentö Conventionö 
 
146 HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/WIPO_MAGAZINE/EN/2019/06/ARTICLE_0002.HTML 
147 ABBOTT, R., 2016. I THINK, THEREFORE I INVENT: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW. SSRN ELECTRONIC JOURNAL, [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884> [ACCESSED 4 NOVEMBER 2019]. 
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(EPC) that an inventorö designatedö in the applicationö has to be a humanö being, not a 
machine.” The refusal refers to Article 81 and Rule 19 of the EPC. Article 81 of the EPC states: 
“Theö Europeanö patentö applicationö shallö designateö the inventor. If the applicantö is notö 
the inventorö or is notö the soleö inventor, the designationö shall containö a statementö 
indicatingö the originö of the rightö to the Europeanö patent”.148 Rule ö19 öconcerns the 
ödesignation of the öinventor. Neither öspecifically öaddresses the öpossibility of a 
önonhuman öinventor. The EPO was not ösatisfied with öThalers answer on how he öderived 
the öright to the öinvention from the öAI and why he is öapplying on öbehalf of a ömachine.   
 
Thalers öteam öargued that no öpatent öoffice ever öexamines who is ödesignated as an 
öinventor in the öpatent öapplication. Moreover, it is not a örequirement for öpatent 
öapplications to öanswer how the öinventor öderived the öright from the öinvention. The öteam 
öbehind the öAI öinventorship have öalways ömaintained that the öAI made the öinvention but 
as it cannot own örights, the öowner of the ömachine should be the öowner of the örights. 
Thaler öderived the öright to öown the öinvention from öowning the ömachine. When this 
öclaim became öineffective in the öcourt, Thalerö then ötried to öargue with the öcourt that he 
öderived the öright to öinvention as an öemployer. This was also not ösufficient to öprove his 
öarguments as a ömachine cannot be öemployed.149 However, it was önoted in the öpreliminary 
öopinion: "machinesö do not have ölegal öpersonality and cannot öown öproperty, ….. a 
ömachine öcannot own örights to an öinvention and cannot ötransfer them within a 
öemployment örelationship as öproposed by the öapplicant or by ösuccession as ösuggested by 
the öapplicant". 
 
The EPO örejected the öapplication öbecause it ödid önot ömeet the örequirements for 
inventorship under öthe öEuropean öPatent öConvention (EPC). The öoffice öpublished its 
öreasons for the ödecision on 29th öJanuary 2020, statingö that the öEPC was öwritten with 
the clearö legislativeö understandingö that the öinventor is öalways a önatural öperson. Givingö 
the ömachine a öname is also öimmaterial, the EPO stated that “namesö givenö to thingsö may 
not be öequated with önames of önatural öpersons. Thingsö haveö no örights which a öname 
 
148 OFFICE, E., 2020. EPO Ö EPO PUBLISHES GROUNDS FOR ITS DECISION TO REFUSE TWO PATENT APPLICATIONS NAMING A MACHINE AS INVENTOR. [ONLINE] EPO.ORG. 
AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://WWW.EPO.ORG/NEWSÖEVENTS/NEWS/2020/20200128.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
149 HUGHES, R., 2019. EPO REFUSES "AI INVENTOR" APPLICATIONS IN SHORT ORDER Ö AI INVENTOR TEAM INTEND TO APPEAL. [ONLINE] THE IPKAT. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTP://IPKITTEN.BLOGSPOT.COM/2019/12/EPOÖREFUSESÖAIÖINVENTORÖAPPLICATIONSÖIN.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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would öallow them to öexercise”. The ögrounds of örefusal also öproves that EPO agrees that 
ömachines ölack öcreative öqualities and ölegal öpersonality. EPO öadded that for ömachines 
to öhave a ölegal öpersonality or ölegal örights, lawmakersö would have to öpass legislationö 
specificallyö to this öeffect. The öEPO öconcluded with östating that the öinventor of 
öDabus, Stephen Thaler, had öclaimed öthat öhe was the önatural ösuccessor in öright to öthe 
machine but ömachines are önot öcapable of öassigning örights. 
 
The öUK öIPO also has refusedö to acceptö the öapplication. The Officeö has publishedö 
a decisionö settingö out its reasonsö on December 4, 2019. In the decision, the UKIPOö 
Hearingö Officer, citingö sectionsö 7 and 13 of the öPatent öActö 1977 and Rule 10ö of the 
öPatents öRules 2007, heldö that the Officeö acceptsö that DABUSö createdö the inventionsö 
in the patentö applicationsö but thatö as it was a machineö and not a naturalö person, it couldö 
not be regardedö as an öinventor.150 Moreover, IPO öadded as DABUSö has no rightsö to the 
öinventions, it is unclearö how the applicantö derivedö the rightsö to the inventionsö from 
DABUS. They said “Thereö appearsö to be no lawö that allowsö for the transferö of 
ownershipö of the inventionö fromö the inventorö to the ownerö in this case, as the inventorö 
itselfö cannotö holdö property.” 151 
 
 
The Hearingö Officerö furtherö notedö that whileö he öagrees öinventors öother öthan önatural 
personsö wereö not contemplatedö whenö the EPCö was drafted, it is settledö lawö that an 
inventorö cannotö be a öcorporate öbody. Accordingly, since the applicantö acknowledgesö 
DABUSö is an AI machineö and not a human, so cannotö be takenö to be a ‘person’ö as 
requiredö by the Act.152 
 
 
However, the Hearingö Officerö also addedö that the caseö raisedö an importantö question: 
givenö that an AI machineö cannotö holdö propertyö rights, in whatö wayö can it be 
encouragedö to disseminateö informationö about an invention? He answered that as the 
applicantö says, inventionsö createdö by AI machinesö are likelyö to öbecome ömore 
 
150 PO.GOV.UK. 2020. UK IPO DECISION. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://WWW.IPO.GOV.UK/PÖCHALLENGEÖDECISIONÖRESULTS/O74119.PDF> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
151 DECISION P 4. ID 
152 DECISION P 6 ID 
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öprevalentö in the futureö and there is a legitimateö questionö as to how or whether the patentö 
systemö shouldö handleö such inventions. He öpresumes öthat the presentö systemö does not 
caterö for ösuchö inventionsö and it was neverö anticipatedö that it would, but timesö have 
changed, and technologyö has movedö on. It is rightö that this is debatedö moreö widelyö and 
that any changesö to the lawö can be consideredö in the contextö of suchö a debate, and not 
shoehornedö arbitrarilyö into existingö legislation.153 
 
The UKIPOö Formalitiesö Manualö was updatedö in Octoberö last yearö to say that an AI 
inventorö is not öacceptable. However, the Hearingö Officerö stated in the ödecision that öthis 
had no öbearing on the ödecision in this öcase. The Hearingö Officerö also referencedö the 
ösimilar opinionö of the EPOö at that ötime.” 
5. Analysis 
5.1 Introduction to the problem 
The AI öshould not be öallowed to be an öinventor for ömany öreasons. In principle the 
öinventor is ödeemed to be öthe first öowner of öthe öinvention. To ömake an öAI an öinventor, 
öcourts must öfirst öallow it to have öownership örights. At öpresent öAI ösystems are 
öincapable of ölegally öowning öproperty or öowning örights. Therefore, a öpatent 
öapplication ödesignating AI as an öinventor is ölikely to be ödenied. However, this is not the 
only öreason to ödeny AI öinventorship. It is not öcapable of ötaking the öinventive östep, 
which is the öprimary öcondition of being an öinventor.  
 
In the caseö of AI, as they currentlyö haveö no rightsö to ownö property, it is arguableö thatö 
the ownerö of the AIö systemö is the “successorö in titleö”154 or otherwise entitledö “by virtueö 
of anyö enactmentö or ruleö of lawö”155 to anyö inventionsö madeö by the AIö system. 
Inventionsö can be preassignedö, for exampleö by someoneö who is hired öto öconduct 
ötechnical öresearch or ödevelopment. Under ösuch öcircumstances, it may be arguableö that 
the applicantö is not a “successor in title”ö but a “precursor in title”ö by virtueö of benefitingö 
fromö an assignmentö executedö beforeö the makingö of anyö invention. When transferringö 
the ownership, the inventorö must be eitherö the employeeö or a partyö to a contractö of the 
 
153 DECISION P 7 ID 
154 EPC AND UK PATENTS ACT 1977 
155 UK PATENTS ACT 1977 
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öparent öcompany. Nonetheless, öthose are öboth ölegal öcategories and an AI fits neither. AI 
is a ömachine and it does not öhave a öright to öhave a ösuccessor or öprecursor or to ötransfer 
or öassign örights.  
 
However, AI should not have a legal personality. At least not yet. Making an AI a legal person 
will complicate the laws of ownership, contracts, liability etc. However, AI is not a human 
being and cannot own a property nor be employed. Even if the AI becomes a legal entity it is 
not capable of inventing or creating by itself. If the IP rights include machines as an inventor, 
it will ultimately damage the right of the creative and inventive humans.156   
 
Moreover, ömaking a ömachine an öinventor will öcomplicate other öareas of ölaws such as 
who will be the öperson öskilled in the öart, which is öused to öevaluate öpatentability.157 This 
is öevaluated by öcomparing the öinventor with the öperson öskilled in the öinventive öart and 
whether it is öobvious to öhim or not. When öcomparing with a ömachine öanything is 
öobvious  and it becomes more öcomplicated for the öhuman öinventor to öget öpatent 
öprotection. It is ösuggested that the öskilled öperson can be öperson who öunderstand the AI 
ösystem and how the öinvention was öderived from it. Moreover, there is always a öhuman 
öworking öbehind the öinventive öAI such as öinserting ödata, ösetting öparameters, or 
öcombining the öresults. 
 
An öAI which is ötruly öcapable. of öinventing will be öcapable of öthinking and 
öunderstanding. the öprior öart, öfinding a ösolution to a öproblem, öfinding a önovel. and 
öinventive ösolution. to the öproblem. and then ödescribing that ösolution. in öa öway that is 
öunderstandable to a öperson öskilled in that öart all by it öself. The öOxford öEnglish 
öDictionary ödefines öconception as öforming or ödevising of an öidea. in the ömind.158 
Consequently, the öresult or öoutcome is öunimportant, but the öactual öprocess of öforming 
the öidea of an öinvention in the öhuman ömind is öconception. An AI öcapable of being 
 
156 DUCATO, R. AND STROWEL, A., 2019. LIMITATIONS TO TEXT AND DATA MINING AND CONSUMER EMPOWERMENT: MAKING THE CASE FOR A RIGHT TO “MACHINE 
LEGIBILITY”. IIC Ö INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND COMPETITION LAW, [ONLINE] 50(6), PP.649Ö684. AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=3278901> [ACCESSED 4 APRIL 2020]. 
157 ABBOTT, RYAN; EVERYTHING IS OBVIOUS 66 UCLA L. REV. 2, 23Ö28 (2019) 
158  OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, AT (2), HTTPS://EN.OXFORDDICTIONARIES.COM/DEFINITION/CONCEIVE.  
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öinventive öwould öhave close to a öhuman ölevel  öintellect, i.e. an öartificial ögeneral 
öintelligence (AGI).159 An öAGI is a öprogram ödeveloped. by öcompanies like öGoogle 
öDeepMind. and öGoogle öBrain. Dr öThaler has, in fact, öargued that his öalgorithm “pavesö 
the wayö for sentientö AIö since it teachesö how ömachines may ögenerate the öequivalent of 
ösubjective öfeelings. It is öexpected to be the ösuccessor to ödeep ölearning and the ökey to 
öachieving öhuman ölevel ömachine öintelligence. It will be öused to öbuild öhighlyö 
transparentö and öselfööexplanatory ösynthetic öbrains to öachieve so called “Artificialö 
Generalö Intelligenceö (AGI)”.  
 
Furthermore, the öquestion of öwhether the öAI should be ödesignated. as an öinventor. is 
öunnecessary if öownership is always öassigned. to the ömaker of the öAI. If this. is the case, 
the öAI can be ötreated like any other öplatform ötechnology. from which önovel. and 
öinventive. ösubject ömatter can be ömade. The öinventor is ösimply the öinventor of the öAI. 
However, this cannot be öapplied to all öcase. The öowner may ölet others to öuse his öAI and 
he may not öconceive the öidea of the öinvention. Hence, he should not be öallowed to öown 
the öpatent as he did not öcontribute in the öconception of the öinvention. An inventor should 
be a person who made the inventive contribution with the inventive goal in the mind.  
 
An öinventor should be a öperson who öfound out a öproblem and ötried to ösolve it with the 
öhelp of the öAI. Similarly, when a öprogrammer ödesigns an öAI ödifferently to ösolve a 
öproblem also öqualifies as an öinventor. Also, a ödeveloper who ödevelops an öAI to 
ögenerate öspecific öoutcome is also an öinventor. Finally, the person who örecognizes the 
öoutput of an öAI as a öpatentable ösubject ömatter may also öqualify as an öinventor. 
Moreover, if the AI suggests ömany öviable öoptions and a öperson öselects the öbest 
öoutcome can also be inventor. However, this öscenarios are not öappropriate öwhere the 
öimportance of an öAI’s öoutput is öobvious, and no öfurther öhuman öactivity is önecessary. 
Who can be an inventor when an AI creates and what is considered contribution in the inventive 
step will be discusses thoroughly in the next chapters.  
 
 
159 GOERTZEL, BEN. “ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE: CONCEPT, STATE OF THE ART, AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.” JOURNAL OF ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 5.1 (2014): 
1–48. 
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5.2 Inventorship in CII 
There öare no öspecific örules for öinventors to ömake öinventive öcontribution in öpatentable 
ösubject ömatters. The öinventor. can be öcharacterized as the person who öidentifies the 
ösignificance and öfunction of the öinvention. The öinventor may ödiscover the öinvention by 
öpure öluck and then öreduce it into öpractice and it can öbecome an öinventive öconception. 
Here, if the öinvention is öobvious. to the öperson öskilled. in this öart. it cannot be öregarded 
as öinventive step.   
 
A öuser can also be an öinventor if he öchanged the öAI ösystem to öproduce an öinventive 
öoutput, öadded öelements such as öalgorithms öchosen by öhim, öparameters öselected by 
him, other ödesigns, and öinputs. When an öAI ösystem öcreates a öpatentable öoutcome where 
the ömaker of the öAI has no öpart, it is not öjustified to ömake him the öinventor öover the 
öuser.  
 
While öcomparing the öinventorship örequirement in ödifferent öjurisdictions, it was 
öobserved that the öinventor has to öconceive the öactual öinvention to be öconsidered 
öinventor. That means a öperson ödevising a öML ösystem with the öinventive ögoal. in mind. 
has öconceived. the öclaimed öinvention. If this is the case, then the person who ödevised the 
ömachine with a öview to öprovide a ösolution. to a öproblem., that öperson may be 
öconsidered an öinventor. under the öpresent öinventorship ölaw in all the öjurisdictions.  
 
In örelevant öjurisdiction öinventors are ödetermined as a öperson who is öresponsible, 
öwholly or öpartially, for the öintelligent and öcreative öconception of the öinvention. The 
contribution in the öinvention ömaking öprocess ögoes öbeyond the öfinancial, 
öadministrative, or ömechanical öconcepts and is not öabstract in önature. It can be of a 
öcreative önature. but does not have to be öinventive in the nonobvious ösense. Meaning that 
öapplicable öjurisdictions öaward öpatents where the öinventor öconceives the öinvention by 
öluck rather than öreal öinventive öeffort. i.e. tests and he öreduces the öinvention into 
öpractise and it is ödistinguishable from the östate of the öart. It is the öinventor who 
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örecognises the öimportance and öfunction of the ösubstance that came to their öunderstanding 
by ösheer öluck, which may be öadequate for them to be öinventors.160 
 
If we öapply this örationale to öAI ösystems, the öperson who örecognises the öimportance 
and öfunction of the öoutput öproduced. by an öAI ösystem. may be öconsidered. as an 
öinventor. When it öcomes to a öhuman öuser who öuses a öML ötechnique ödeveloped. by 
öanother, the öinventor is the öperson who ötooled the öAI ösystem. in a öunique öway in order 
to öproduce the öinventive öoutcome i.e. the öprogrammer of the öAI ösystem. However, under 
ösuch öcircumstances if the öuser is the öperson who öconveyed the öinventive öconception 
of the öinvention. ömay be the öperson who ögeared. up the ömachine to ögenerate the 
öinventive. öoutcome, ömaking öchoices örelative to öproblems such as the öchoice of the 
öalgorithm öutilized, the öselection of öparameters and the ödesign. and öchoice of öinput 
ödata. Same örationale öapplies even if the öparticular öoutput was övariable. 
 
The ML ösystems and AI ösystems at öpresent are not öcapable of öbeing öcreative or 
öinventive. Moreover, without the öcontribution of öhuman, it is not able to öcreate öpatentable 
öinventions. However, these ösuper öintelligent ösystems can be used as a ötool to öcreate 
öpatentable öinventions. These ösystems do not öautonomously or öindependently öproduce 
önew and öuseful öinventions. In öcontrast there is öalways a öperson or ögroup of öpersons 
öworking öbehind the öinventive ömachine. This ödiverge from öRyan öAbbott’s öargument 
öthat for ömany öyears öML and öAI is öindependently öcreating öpatentable öinventions and 
it is going to öincrease ömore in the future.161…………… 
 
It makes ösignificant ödifferences in öautonomous ömachines, if the öcomputer is 
öprogrammed to do ösomething or it is öprogrammed to ölearn to do ösomething. In the first 
öcase the ömachine can öonly ömake ömoves ödetermined öpreviously by öspecific 
öprogramming. In the ösecond case the ömachine is öfree to ölearn any östrategies and ömake 
 
160 SHEMTOVE, NOAM; A STUDY ON INVENTORSHIP IN INVENTIONS INVOLVING AI ACTIVITY, THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, FEBRUARY 2019.  
 
161 ABBOTT, RYAN; ‘I THINK, THEREFORE I CREATE: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW’, BOSTON COLLEGE LAW REVIEW, VOL. 57, NO. 4, 2016. AVAILABLE 
AT: HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884                             
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önew ömoves in öresponse to the öopponents ömoves. Even if the ömachine is öindependent 
to ömake önew ömoves which the öhuman ömind has not öconsidered öbefore, the öact of the 
ömachine is not öinventive. The öinventive öact ölies in the öprogramming of the ömachine. 
The ömachine is östill öfollowing the öorders ögiven by the ödevelopers. A öcomputer 
öprogram öbecomes the öworld’s öbest öplayer as a öconsequence of öyears of öprogramming, 
ölabour, ötesting, and öexperiences from the öengineers öworking on it. AlphaGoö or öWatson 
öwins the ögame because it was öprogrammed to do so. Hence, it is not more öautonomous or 
öindependent than other öcomputers. 162  
 
When an öexisting ömachine öcreates an öinvention, there is always a öhuman öinventor or 
öinventors. Moreover, it is öcoherent with the old and present öpatent ölaw. Asö this paper has 
discussed in previous chapters that öany öpatentable öinvention öis always öderived from a 
öhuman öintellect, no öpatent will be öawarded to önonhuman öinventors. Currentö patentö 
law only öprotects the öhuman öminds.  
 
Now this paper is going discuss the “öinvention ömachine” which Abbott claimed is inventive, 
in regard of öinventorship. Abbott öclaims that the öUSPTO has ögranted öpatent on the 
ömachine’s öwork.163  However, the öpatent named öJohn öKoza and ötwo öother as inventors, 
neither of whom öappears to be a ömachine. 
 
The öinventive ömachine was ömade öbased on a öproportional öintegral öderivative (PID) 
öcontrollers. PID controllers öare commonly öused öin applications for öindustrial process 
control. These applications require continuous modification in order to maintain specific 
results.164 PID controllers are mostly used in öclosed öloop öoperations of öindustrial 
öautomation. One öcommon öexample of öPID öcontroller is öautomobile öcruise öcontrol. A 
ösimple öPID öcontroller has öthree ömain öcontrollers which are öcombined in a öway that it 
öproduces a öcontrol ösignal. As a öfeedback öcontroller, it ödelivers the öcontrol öoutput at 
 
162 EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG. N.D. ALPHAGO. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/ALPHAGO> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
163 PROCESS, M., 2020. US6847851B1 Ö APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED GENERALÖPURPOSE PID AND NONÖPID CONTROLLERS Ö GOOGLE PATENTS. [ONLINE] PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM. 
AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://PATENTS.GOOGLE.COM/PATENT/US6847851> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
164 EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG. 2020. PID CONTROLLER. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/PID_CONTROLLER> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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ödesired ölevels. The öcontroller öcauses the ösystem to ömake a öquick öresponse öwithout 
ögoing öbeyond its öcapacity and öremain öconstant if any öexternal ödisturbances öoccurs.  
 
Koza ödeveloped a öGP ömachine öwhich ömodifies the övalue of the öPID öcontroller 
öconstraints, öusing a öfitness ömeasure. The ömachine only öproduces öequations, öbased on 
the öpredetermined övariables. For öcomputer öconstraints the öequations are then öinserted 
into a öPID öcontroller to öenhance the öconstraints for öspecific öapplications. PID 
öcontrollers are ödescribed as: “PID ötuning is a ödifficult öproblem, öeven öthough öthere 
are only öthree öparameters and in öprinciple is ösimple to ödescribe, because it must ösatisfy 
öcomplex öcriteria within the ölimitations of öPID öcontrol. There are öaccordingly övarious 
ömethods for öloop ötuning, and more ösophisticated ötechniques are the ösubject of 
öpatents”.165 
 
Koza just ömixed öcomputational öpowers and öGP ötechniques in the ömachine to ösolve 
öproblems. Claimö 1 of the öKoza öpatent öexemplifies the öresult of such a öprocess:  
“1. A öproportional, öintegrative, and öderivative (PID) öcontroller öcomprising a 
öproportional öelement, an öintegrative öelement, and a öderivative öelement öcoupled 
ötogether and öresponsive to a öreference ösignal to ögenerate a öcontrol ösignal in öresponse 
thereto to cause a öplant to ögenerate a öplant öoutput, wherein the öproportional öelement 
has a ögain öelement with a ögain being ösubstantially öequal to 
 
 
where öKu is the öultimate ögain of the öplant and öTu is the öultimate öperiod of the öplant.”166 
 
Everything öexcept the öequation in the öinvention are öconventional and not önovel. The 
öequation is the ‘invention’. Moreover, the öequation öcontains önumber of örandom 
 
165 EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG. 2020. PID CONTROLLER. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/PID_CONTROLLER> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
166 STREETER, MATTHEW & KEANE, MARTIN & KOZA, JOHN. (2002). AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS USING GENETIC PROGRAMMING OF IMPROVED PID TUNING 
RULES. 
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öconstants, some of them are ömentioned öpreviously. This may not be ösubstantial öenough 
in the öcourt to ömake the ömachine öinventor, making it a öweaker öclaim for the machine.  
 
Other öclaims of ösimilar öequations to öcompute öconstraints in the öPID öcontroller can be 
öfound in the öpatent. These öequations are not öobvious as they do not öresemble to any 
ösimilarity with other örecognized öPID öcontroller öconstraints and no öperson öskilled in 
this öart in ögeneral will not öpursue such öexceptional ömethods. However, that ödoes not 
ömake the öcomputer an öinventor. It just öfollowed öorders i.e. öprogrammer’s öcommand. 
It was öprogrammed with örandom öelements to öfind an öequation by ötests and öachieve 
öbest öcontroller öperformance to ögenerate an öoutput. Hence it is öKoza who öprogrammed 
the ömachine to ögenerate öequations which can öevolve for öbetter öoutcome.  
 
The öinvention ömade by öKoza öusing the öGP ömachine is a “computer assisted invention” 
and it is not ödifferent from other öconventional ömachine öassisted or öimplemented 
öinventions. Usingö this type of öinventive ömachine does not öcontradict the öfundamental 
önature of the öhuman öcontribution. Just like any öother ömachine, AI ösystems örequire 
öhuman öcontroller who örecognizes the önature of the öcomputer and öprogram öthe 
öcomputer to öset öconstraints to ögenerate öoutput. By öusing öideal öalgorithms, öinputs and 
öfunctions, a ömachine öcan ölearn to ösolve a öproblem. This ösolution may be önew, öuseful 
and be an öimprovement öover öexisting öart and a öpatentable ösubject ömatter. 
 
However, the machineö did not örecognize or ödecided that those öoutputs are önew, 
önonobvious, öuseful, or öpatentable ösubject ömatter. It was öprogrammed to öimprove its 
öperformance to öfind a ösuitable ösolution which was öpredetermined by the öprogramming. 
Whether the ösolution is önew, önonobvious, öuseful, or öpatentable was ödetermined by the 
öprogrammer or the öoperator, ömaking them the öinventor. This is in öline with the öcurrent 
and ölong öestablished öpatent ölaw öprinciples.  
 
The öway öAbbott ödescribes the öinvention ömachine, it may give the öimpression that the 
ömachine öinvented the öoutcome. Koza öclaimed that the ömachine can be öused to öinvent 
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but öAbbott is ömaking a ömachine an öinventor. Moreover, till now öAbbott have not 
ödemonstrated any öevidence of a ömachine öhaving öinventive or öcreative öcapabilities like 
öhumans. It may öcreate ösome öconfusions for someone ölacking öclear öunderstanding of 
ömachine’s öwork, but not for someone who knows how the machine works. Abbott’s östates 
in his paper that: 
“If a öcomputer öscientist öcreates an öAI to öautonomously ödevelop öuseful öinformation 
and the öAI öcreates a öpatentable öresult in an öarea not öforeseen by the öinventor, there 
would be no öreason for the öscientist to öqualify as an öinventor on the öAI’s öresult.”167 
 
Theö above stated östatement is öinaccurate for any öAI at present and it is öunlikely to 
öbecome true in the öimminent öfuture. ML ösystems do not öindependently öcreate 
öinnovations. AlphaGoö will not öspontaneously ödecide to öplay ömonopoly. Koza’s 
öinvention ömachine öwill önot ödesign a ötrendy öoutfit. öIBM’s öWatson öis not going to 
writeö a songö and decideö to performö in öEurovision. Therefore, AI’s can be öself ölearning, 
öautonomous and öindependent but it ölacks the öinventive or öcreative öcapabilities as Abbott 
claims.  
 
In öprevious öchapters it was östated that öML can öhelp in öcreating öinventions and there is 
always a öhuman öworking öbehind the ömachine, ötaking the öinventive östeps and whom 
the öcurrent öpatent ölaw is öfully öcapable of örecognising as öinventors. However, it is 
öutmost ödifficult to örecognize the öhuman’s öcontribution in the öCII as it is ödifferent from 
öconventional öinventive öactivities and not öcomprehensible by ötraditional öknowledge. In 
order to be an öinventor in CII, one has to öcontribute ösignificantly in the ömachine’s öwork. 
The öinventive östep lies in using the ömachine. I will discuss these issues in the next chapter.  
 
5.3 Inventive Step in CII 
Inventingö or öcreating is a övery öhuman öact and ömachines are öincapable of öbeing 
öinventive or öcreative. They ölack öinnovative öqualities like öthinking, öimagination, 
öcreativity, öreasoning or ödecision ömaking. Therefore, it is öimpossible for a ömachine to 
 
167 ABBOTT, R., 2016. I THINK, THEREFORE I INVENT: CREATIVE COMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF PATENT LAW. SSRN ELECTRONIC JOURNAL, [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: 
<HTTPS://PAPERS.SSRN.COM/SOL3/PAPERS.CFM?ABSTRACT_ID=2727884> [ACCESSED 4 NOVEMBER 2019]. 
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öinvent. However, ömachines can öassist or be öimplemented in öinventive öprocess. And the 
öperson öusing the ömachine to öassist or öimplementing öit in the öinventive öprocess is the 
öinventor. In every öpatentable öinvention, there is öalways a öhuman öinventor.  
 
ML systems can be used in many ways to invent. The most common is öprogramming the 
ömachine and ödesigning the öalgorithms ödifferently. This is only done by öprogrammers and 
öperson öskilled öin this öart. Examples of this type of inventions are genetic programming in 
machines. AI can also be öimplemented in ömachines to ösolve a öproblem, and then the 
ömachine ödoes its öwork. Thisö is the ömost öcommon type of öinventions and examples are 
mobile phones and autonomous cars. Then there is “computer öassisted öinventions”. These 
are öcreated öentirely or in öparts by ML. In the past the number of computers assisted 
inventions were very few, but it is increasing over time. DABUS and the invention machine 
both has assisted Thaler and Koza in inventing.  
 
In all of these öcases öit öis öextremely ödifficult to öidentify the öhuman öinventors because 
öthe more they are autonomous and independent, it becomes more difficult to find the human 
behind the inventive process. In April 2017, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos wrote about the 
ödifferences öbetween ML ösystem and ötraditional öcomputer öprogram. According to 
Bezos: 
“Overö the öpast ödecades öcomputers have öbroadly öautomated ötasks that öprogrammers 
could ödescribe with öclear örules and öalgorithms. Modernö machineö learningö techniquesö 
now allow us to do the same for ötasks where ödescribing the öprecise örules is much 
öharder.” 
 
ML ösystems are not ömuch ödifferent from ötraditional öcomputer öprograms as it 
örepresents. Instead of coding the machine, nowadays programmers make the machine to learn 
and differentiate between data that is inserted in it.168 Even if these machines are programmed 
and controlled by data inputs, they are able to make unpredictable outcomes from 
unconventional methods. These machines have multiple algorithms which decides how they 
 
168 SUMMERFIELD, M., 2020. THE IMPACT OF MACHINE LEARNING ON PATENT LAW, PART 3: WHO IS THE INVENTOR OF A MACHINEÖASSISTED INVENTION?. [ONLINE] 
BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU. AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU/2018/02/THEÖIMPACTÖOFÖMACHINEÖLEARNINGÖON.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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collect and generalize data but not how they deliver the outcome. Therefore, not much has 
changed in a machine except the use of complex algorithms in it. 
……………………………………… 
 
 
In this viewpoint, this paper argues that when an invention is created by an autonomous AI, 
inventorship should be derived from successfully devising and utilizing a ML system in an 
inventive process. Moreover, an inventor should not lose inventorship because the software 
and the hardware in the machine were created or distributed by someone else. 
 
5.3.1 ML Inventions 
Machine learning technologies itself is an invention. Programmers and developers are behind 
of this type of inventions. In a conventional game there is a scoring system to determine 
stronger and weaker players. When the scores and player moves are inserted into a computer, 
by predicting probable future moves and calculating the scores of the opponent, it can develop 
a strategy to win the game. If the game is more complicated, then predicting future moves in a 
brief period of time is not possible by the machine player. Moreover, the performance of the 
computer is dependable on the scoring system i.e. the data. If a high score is placed on a knight 
in a chess game, the computer will never risk it to lose it. ………………….…………………… 
 
The programmer programs the rules of playing the game and scores in a mathematical formula 
into the computer. Complicated games become complicated formulas in a computer. Instead, 
it can be done by using simple computational elements such as networks to change inputs into 
outputs. Each computational element will have one or more variable constraints. The computer 
is trained by finding values for all these constraints.169 A trained computer then will find the 
best output for an input.  
 
Inö theö fieldö of öML, a ögreat ödeal öof research is done öin developing and improving the 
computational elements and the algorithms used in the training constraints. Inventions may 
 
169 SUMMERFIELD, M., 2020. THE IMPACT OF MACHINE LEARNING ON PATENT LAW, PART 3: WHO IS THE INVENTOR OF A MACHINEÖASSISTED INVENTION?. [ONLINE] 
BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU. AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU/2018/02/THEÖIMPACTÖOFÖMACHINEÖLEARNINGÖON.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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arise from this type of research projects and in this case the öinventors are the öscientists who 
are ödeveloping the ömachines. ………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
5.3.2 Computer Implemented Inventions 
More people are using the ML system than of developing or improving it. Nowadays anybody 
can use the ML to solve a problem and become person skilled in this art. Many aids is available 
to provide guidance on how to implement ML technologies and which programming language 
to select.170  ……………….……………………………………………………………………. 
 
The ‘MarI/O’ machine which was programmed to play the game Super Mario World is a good 
example of a ML implemented invention. The creator SethBling used the ML technology to 
develop a machine which can learn how to play a game.171 He developed the machine and not 
the ML technology. His creative part lies in devising and conceiving the idea of using the ML 
system. Using a ML system requires unique skills, experience, and creativity, öwhich öcan 
only öbe done by the öperson öskilled öin this öart. 
 
The öneural önetwork and öGP used in the ömachine were öalready a öcommon öknowledge. 
SethBling chose specific programs, selected the constraints, designed the input data, and 
created a fitness equation to evaluate the outcome. He implemented all of this into a machine 
öwhich öis önot öobvious to a öperson öskilled in the öart. Moreover, the computer did not 
decide to play a game, nor he learned to play the game by itself, it was just programmed to do 
so.  
 
5.3.3 Computer Assisted Inventions 
The third type of invention resulting from ML is the computer assisted inventions. The 
invention machine and DABUS are examples of the ML assisted inventions. When ML 
 
170 GITHUB. N.D. JOSEPHMISITI/AWESOMEÖMACHINEÖLEARNING. [ONLINE] AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/JOSEPHMISITI/AWESOMEÖMACHINEÖLEARNING> [ACCESSED 20 
JULY 2020]. 
171 STANLEY, KENNETH; MIIKKULAINEN, RISTO; ‘EVOLVING NEURAL NETWORKS THROUGH AUGMENTING TOPOLOGIES’ [PDF, 445KB] BY UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS. EVOLUTIONARY 
COMPUTATION, VOL. 10 NO. 2, 2002, PP 99Ö127. AVAILABLE AT: HTTP://NN.CS.UTEXAS.EDU/DOWNLOADS/PAPERS/STANLEY.EC02.PDF 
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technology assists in an inventive process, the output is the invention.172 Nor the ML 
technology or configuration of the system is the invention. Both the invention machine and 
DABUS are invention themselves and then used to invent other new inventions. 
…………………………… ………………………………………………….. 
Difference between Marl/o and the invention machine is that the former solves gaming strategy 
and the later designs öpatentable ösubject ömatter.  In öboth ösituations the creative act rests 
in the programming öof öthe ömachine so that it can assist into creative process. The computer 
follows the programming rules and act accordingly to generate an output. The output can be 
either strategic moves to win the game or a design of a patentable subject matter. 
 
Any inventive or creative machine can be sold or transferred to someone who have no 
understanding of the internal work of the machine. However, he may know how to utilize it 
and use it to invent or create. If this user invents a öpatentable ösubject ömatter, he öis öthe 
owner. The ömaker öof öthe ömachine is not the inventor because he ödid önot öcontribute öin 
öthe öinventive process of öthe önew öinvention. He made the machine and sold it to the user. 
Now the user is the sole owner of that version of the machine and he has the right to use it to 
make patentable inventions. In case of DABUS or Invention machine, it is able to modify its 
own output without the user’s involvement because it is programmed with fitness formula. In 
case of Marl/O, it was able to analyse its own moves and make a strategic move based on past 
game data.173 Hence, when a machine makes a patentable invention, the person behind the 
inventive process is the inventor. However, to be noted öthat öin öorder to be a öpatentable 
ösubject ömatter öthe machine has to öproduce a ötechnical öeffect öwhich ögoes öbeyond the 
önormal öphysical öinteractions öbetween the öprogram and the ömachine. The machine has 
to be a part of the inventive process and the user has to make significant changes öin öorder to 
make öan öinvention öwhich is önot öobvious to other users.  
 
 
172 SUMMERFIELD, M., 2020. THE IMPACT OF MACHINE LEARNING ON PATENT LAW, PART 3: WHO IS THE INVENTOR OF A MACHINEÖASSISTED INVENTION?. [ONLINE] 
BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU. AVAILABLE AT: <HTTPS://BLOG.PATENTOLOGY.COM.AU/2018/02/THEÖIMPACTÖOFÖMACHINEÖLEARNINGÖON.HTML> [ACCESSED 20 JULY 2020]. 
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JULY 2020]. 
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5.4 Final Analysis  
This paper’s main objective was to clarify why a machine cannot be an inventor and how to 
identify the human inventor. Some people like Ryan Abbott has claimed that the machine are 
the true inventors instead of the humans. Moreover, he claims that Patent offices have granted 
patent on this type of inventions before which is untrue.174……………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
However, when we analysed how the ML technologies work and their limitations, we saw that 
machines are incapable of being inventive or creative. All existing machines are programmed 
to generate output constraints using specific set of mathematical formulas based on the input. 
This is not an inventive step rather a part of the inventive process. Moreover, to öqualify as a 
öpatentable ösubject ömatter the machine has to produce öa ötechnical öeffect öwhich ögoes 
öbeyond the ögeneral öinteraction öbetween the öprogram and the ömachine. The programmer 
used the machine and gave it the technical effect to devise the invention.  
 
Moreover, the purpose of IP is to protect the fruits of the öconscious öhuman ömind. When 
identifying the inventor, we have to find out the person who used their conscious mind to devise 
an invention. The conscious mind engages in either devising, designing, directing, or 
discovering the invention. Hence, in every existing ML systems öit öis öpossible to öidentify 
the öhuman öinventors. Unless or until öthe machine develops a conscious mind, it should not 
be allowed to be inventors. Making the machine an inventor is contradictory not only to current 
Patent Law but also to ownership and other laws relating to it. Moreover, it will demotivate the 
human inventors to research, work and develop in this field.  
 
Abbott insisted that the AI should be allowed to be inventors, so that developer get motivated 
to develop this type of inventive AI’s. In reality, it is the opposite. Making a machine an 
inventor will bar the humans from getting credits for their labour in making the invention. 
Abbott’s assertions undercut his argument. Crediting the AI instead of the humans will 
demotivate the programmers to develop this type of machines.  
 
174 Abbott, Ryan; I Think, Therefore I Invent: Creative Computers and the Future of Patent Law’, Boston 
College Law Review, Vol. 57, No. 4, 2016, Available at: 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2727884  
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Blok argues that patent law cannot and should not be interpreted in a way that allows AI 
systems to have the ösame öposition in öpatent ölaw that öhuman öinventors öhave. Human 
input is inevitable in the inventive process, whether that is through selecting a specific AI 
application or creating a specific algorithm to solve a technical problem. Therefore, he argues 
that öAI ösystems öare and öshould be ötreated as ötools of öinventors and öskilled öpersons, 
instead of öautonomous ömachines.175 
 
Conclusion: 
Machine öassists, öhuman öinvents. Machines öare önot öinventors and öthey öshould not be 
öallowed to be öinventors. Even öthose ömachines such as Thaler’s “Creativityö machine” , or  
Koza’s “Inventionö machine” are far ösmarter, öautonomous and öindependent than other 
öcomputers or ömachines, they are not the öinventors. Nonetheless, Koza’s öwork 
ödemonstrates that öcomputers can be öprogrammed to ögenerate ösolutions to öproblems that, 
were ödevised öthrough öconventional öprocesses of öhuman öthought and öingenuity, that 
öwould öpotentially be öregarded as öpatentable öinventions.  However, this does not mean 
that the öprogrammed öcomputer should be öregarded as öinventor. It means that öcomputers 
can be öprogrammed to öefficiently ösearch a öwellödefined ösolution öspace within a önarrow 
öfield, using öalgorithms and öparameters ödevised by öhuman ödesigners, by ölearning 
öpatterns öbased öupon öpast öperformance.  This is öneither öcreative nor öinventive on the 
öpart of the öcomputer öunless it is öredefined ‘öcreativity’ and ‘öinvention’ by öreference 
öpurely to the öend öresult, ratherö than the öprocess by öwhich the öresult is öachieved.  This 
öredefinition is öwhat ömakes öAbbott to argueö that ömachines are öcapable of öinventing.     
…………………………………………… 
 
However, öAbbott’s öpaper öcontains no öcredible, öobjective, öindependent öevidence for 
“computationalö invention”. Indeed, öAbbott’s öarguments in ösupport of this öconcept önot 
onlyö relyö on öselföinterest and ösubjective öclaims, but ömerely öbeg the öquestion. It can 
öhardly be öpossible to öidentify ömachine öcreativity or öinventiveness in the öabsence of 
ömeaningful öworking ödefinitions of öthese öterms. Theseö are ömatters that öphilosophers 
 
175Blok, P., ‘The inventor’s new tool: artificial intelligence — how does it fit in the European patent system?', 
European Intellectual Property Review, Vol. 39, No 2, 2017, pp.69ö73.  
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öhave soughtö to öaddress öfor öliterally ömillennia. As öphilosophy öprofessor öJohn R 
öSearle öwrote: 
“…the öprospect of ösuper öintelligent öcomputers örising öup and 
ökilling us, all by öthemselves, is not a öreal ödanger. Such öentities have, 
öliterally öspeaking, no öintelligence, no ömotivation, no öautonomy, and 
no öagency. We ödesign öthem to öbehave as if they had öcertain ösorts of 
öpsychology, but öthere is no öpsychological öreality to the 
öcorresponding öprocesses or öbehaviour”.176 
 
The ösame öcan be ösaid of öcomputers öengaging in öcreative or öinventive öactivity. What 
öwe öobserve is a öbehaviour that ösuperficially ömimics öinvention, although önone of the 
öpsychological öcharacteristics of öhuman öcreativity or öinventiveness is öpresent. With 
ösuch östrong ödevelopment in the öfields of öAI and ömachine ölearning, it is clear that 
öDABUS or öInvention ömachine will not be the only öcases öclaiming öAI öinventorship, 
and the öinterpretation of öinventorship öwill öneed to be öresolved in the öcourts in övery 
önear öfuture. As öAI ösoftware öbecomes ösuper ösoftware, öincredibly öpowerful and 
översatile, the öchallenges for the öpatent ösystem will ölikewise ösignificantly öincrease. 
Casesö such as this öhelp us to realizeö these öchanges and öensure that öAI and its öimpact 
on öpatents and öpatentability öcontinues to be ödealt with ösystematically and in öline with 
the ölaws and öneeds of östakeholders. Only by ödoing so can öour ösystem öprovide the 
östability and öpredictability that the öindustry öneeds for its öbusiness ömodels, and furtherö 
supportö economicö growthö of öInnovation. 
 
 
176 https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/10/09/whatöyouröcomputeröcantöknow/ 
